
 

Usage questions from 2003
GTN 03:1

1. With nouns like referendum and memorandum should I use the Latin plural endings referenda and memoranda 
or the regular English ones referendums and memorandums?

2. How are informal salutations like hello and hi used nowadays? I have a feeling that young people use hi much 
more than they use hello.

3. How frequent is the singular use of the plurals data and media?

4. What are the most frequent ways of responding to thankings (You're welcome, That's OK, Sure etc.)?

5. I've heard many Americans use the verb to diss  but can't find it in the OED. Can you me enlighten me on its 
etymology?

6. Which adverbs most frequently collocate with the verbs argue, criticize and discuss? My students often use 
word combinations that sound strange to natives.

7. How frequent is the "female first" choice in pairs like she or he and sisters and brothers?

8. A recent manual about avoiding Swenglish claims that we should not say shoot to death in English but rather 
shoot dead. Either one sounds OK to me as a native speaker. What do the corpora have to say about the relative 
frequencies? Are there regional or stylistic differences?

GTN 03:2

1. Is it OK to use the preposition from with the verb to die?

2. Which preposition is most common in the verb phrase beat around/about the bush?

3. Which preposition should I choose with the nouns expert and specialist: in, on or at?

4. What is the most frequent way of expressing dates in English?

5. How frequent is the construction to get a hold of compared to the traditional one without the indefinite article? I 
have a feeling that the construction wich the indefinite article is more common in American English.

6. I seem to notice a trend towards more personalization (i.e. an increase in the use of I or we ) in scientific papers: 
first person pronouns seem to be more common these days. Has there been a significant increase in first person 
pronouns in academic writing during the last few decades?

7. One of my students feels uncomfortable when she needs to talk about male chickens in English. In AmE we say 
rooster, but in BrE , well, you know what they say over there! Is rooster ever used in BrE ?

8. Do you talk about drugs or doping in sports?

GTN 03:3

1. The adjectives amazed and surprised most often collocate with the preposition at, but I've also heard by being 
used in this function. Are there differences between them?



2. Is it correct English to say or write inside of and outside of?

3. Should I say What is the reason for him to leave now or What is the reason for him/his leaving now?

4. Does disinterested mean uninterested nowadays?

5. Is there a difference in formality between the quantifiers few and couple of in phrases such as in the last few/
couple of years? I have a feeling that couple of is informal, but I can't find any information about it.

6. How frequent are forms like anyways, anywheres , everywheres , nowheres and somewheres ?

7. Should countries be treated as neutral (it) or feminine (she)?

8. I have taught English for many years and have always told my Swedish pupils that the English noun evidence is 
uncountable. But now I have found the plural evidences in a formal written text. What should I tell my pupils?

9. Which is the more common greeting during this season: merry Christmas or happy Christmas?
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Welcome to the nineteenth issue of GramTime News, the electronic newsletter on English usage from Växjö 
University!

Editor-in-chief: Hans Lindquist, PhD

Managing editor: Maria Estling Vannestål, MA

Contributing editors: Magnus Levin, PhD, Staffan Klintborg, PhD
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0. Editorial 

Dear readers,

Much has happened in cyberspace since we started this newsletter almost five years ago. The Internet has grown 
enormously and the ways in which it can be used have multiplied. This has created a new kind of English, which 
is investigated in a book by David Crystal reviewed by Staffan Klintborg in this issue.

The tools for navigating on the net have also been refined. For instance, the search engine Google.com was 
invaluable for us in finding clues to the meaning of the modern slang word diss (see the article below). A word 
you should know, even if you decide not to use it!

With this issue we stop including a version of GTN in the body of your e-mail message. This is because creating 
the e-mail version actually entails quite a lot of extra editing, and we hope that with the help of broadband or a 
fast modem all of you will be able to read the web version without problems. If not, let us know!

In this issue you can also read about irregular plurals, responding to thanking and more about greeting, sisters & 
brothers, shooting dead/to death and which adverb to pick for the verbs argue, criticize and discuss. We have 
noted with great pleasure that the number of usage questions is going up steadily. Keep them coming! You are 
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also welcome to argue, criticize and discuss as long as you do it sensibly, positively and collegially rather than 
bizarrely, bitterly and tediously.

Thank you,

Hans Lindquist, editor-in-chief

1. The GramTime project: Grammatical Trends in Modern English 

Basic facts:

GramTime started on 1 July, 1996. It received funding from The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation 
(Riksbankens Jubileumsfond) until the end of 1999.

The aim of GramTime is to use existing computer corpora to investigate on-going and recent changes in English, 
particularly in the area of grammar. Comparisons are made between different varieties (British, American, 
Australian and New Zealand English); between genres like fiction, non-fiction and journalistic prose; and between 
spoken and written language.

The project is based at Växjö University and is directed by Hans Lindquist. Two research assistants have 
previously worked half-time in the project: PhD students Maria Estling and Magnus Levin.

The following corpora are used:

· The British National Corpus (BNC): 100 million words, written and spoken British English (1980s and 1990s)

· The Bank of English. We use a subset called the CobuildDirect Corpus: 50 million words, written and spoken 
British, American and Australian English (1980s and 1990s)

· The London-Lund corpus: 500 000 words, spoken British English (1960s and 1970s)

· The Brown corpus: 1 million words, written American English (1960s)

· The Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus (LOB): 1 million words, written British English (1960s)

· The Freiburg updated version of LOB (FLOB): 1 million words, written British English (1990s)

· The Freiburg updated version of Brown (Frown): 1 million words, written American English (1990s)

· The Longman Spoken American Corpus (LSAC): 5 million words, spoken American English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Spoken English (WCSE): 1 million words, spoken New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Written English (WCWE): 1 million words, written New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Independent on CD-ROM 1990, 1995 & 2000

· The Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995

· The New York Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995

· The Sydney Morning Herald on CD-ROM 1992–1995



2. Usage questions and answers 

1. With nouns like referendum and memorandum should I use the Latin plural endings referenda and 
memoranda or the regular English ones referendums and memorandums? 

The foreign plural ending -a for nouns ending in -um is only one of a handful that cause learners (and natives) 
problems. (We will deal with the nouns media and data in a separate question.) What we will be looking at in the 
following are, apart from referendum (referendum or referenda?), the following types of variation: criterion 
(criteria or criterions or even criterias?), dwarf (dwarfs or dwarves?), syllabus (syllabuses or syllabi?), formula 
(formulas or formulae?), index (indexes or indices?), corpus (corpuses or corpora?). Grammar books usually 
allow all the above forms of variation except for criterions/criterias as plurals of criterion.

First we will be considering nouns ending in -um. Because we might expect speakers and writers to be consistent 
in a text we chose in most cases to look at the number of texts the tokens occurred in rather than the number of 
tokens. We did not compare formal/informal genres or speech with writing since most of the nouns are fairly 
infrequent, but it might be surmised that the regular endings are more commonly used in speech and informal 
writing than in, for instance, scientific writing.

Here are some typical examples of the alternatives with some of the words taking either the -a or the -ums 
ending.

(1) Multidisciplinary forums have been established to coordinate work for vulnerable elderly people in certain 
areas (Burton and Dempsey, 1988). (written BrE)

(2) Since 1978 most tax-cutting referendums in the United States have been defeated. (written BrE)

(3) This was certainly how Keynes saw it in one of his last memoranda, in February 1946. (written BrE)

(4) Climatic changes may be short term, like El Nino, or long term, like global cooling or warming over millennia. 
(written BrE)

It is important to note that there are some nouns which only take either the regular or the irregular ending. 
According to Quirk et al (1985:311) in their Comprehensive Grammar, there are the following divisions: only 
regular plural: album; only irregular plural: bacterium, desideratum ['something that is wanted or needed'], 
erratum ['a mistake in a book, shown in a list added after it is printed']; usually regular: forum, stadium; both: 
aquarium, curriculum ['the subjects that are taught by a school, college, etc, or the things that are studied in a 
particular subject'], maximum, memorandum, millennium, minimum, referendum, spectrum, symposium, 
ultimatum. Biber et al in their corpus-based grammar state the following (1999:287): "Forums and stadiums are 
preferred over the irregular forms fora and stadia. S- plurals are also attested for: aquariums, curriculums, 
maximums, memorandums, millenniums, spectrums."

It should be pointed out that prescriptive rules may be influential in this area. For instance, the style guide of The 
New York Times, The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage (revised and expanded edition by Allan M. 
Siegal and William G. Connolly) actually recommends the regular English forms for most of these plurals. This 
guide therefore recommends referendums and curriculums although the latter goes against the trend we will see 
in Table 1. The prescriptive rules actually seem to have had an effect on the writing in NYT, since the -a ending 
only occurs very rarely with most of these nouns. (We have seen on a number of occasions in GTN that 
prescriptive rules in NYT only have a very limited influence on the language in that publication, but in this case 
the prescriptivists seem to have prevailed.)

We looked at the -a/-ums plurals of the following nouns in the British National Corpus (BNC): aquarium, 
curriculum, forum, maximum, memorandum, millennium, minimum, referendum, spectrum, stadium, symposium 
and ultimatum. The results are seen in Table 1 below.

Table 1. The number of texts in the BNC with irregular or regular -a/-ums plural endings

-a -ums

N (Texts) % N (Texts) %



forum
17 17% 81 83%

ultimatum
5 24% 16 76%

referendum
16 26% 45 74%

stadium
31 39% 49 61%

aquarium
17 55% 14 45%

symposium
22 85% 4 15%

maximum
37 88% 5 12%

memorandum
94 92% 8 8%

minimum
36 92% 3 8%

curriculum
97 93% 7 7%

medium
1301 97% 35 3%

millennium
75 97% 2 3%

spectrum
48 98% 1 2%

There are notable differences between the nouns as to which plural ending is preferred, once again exemplifying 
the famous quote that "each word has its own history". Some of the above results must be interpreted with care 
because of the low numbers of texts, but we may summarize in the following way: forum, referendum and 
ultimatum are "usually regular"; stadium and aquarium are variable; and symposium, maximum, memorandum, 
minimum, curriculum, medium, millennium and spectrum are "usually irregular". If these rules are too 
complicated to remember you can always use the irregular -a plural without risking to sound too odd.

Our next item concerns a case where reference works normally do not allow variation, namely criterion/criteria 
and phenomenon/phenomena. According to Quirk et al's Comprehensive Grammar (1985:312) criteria and 
phenomena are sometimes used informally as singular and criterias as plural but this usage is "widely 
condemned".

Our material shows that singular phenomena and criteria may sometimes be found even in formal edited styles, 
as is seen in (5) below from a book on nucleic acids research, and (6) from a book called Marketing Your Primary 
School:

(5) This phenomena is consistent with the formation of intrastrand crosslinks between adjacent guanine residues 
on the template strand. (written BrE)

(6) Obviously the first criteria is to make a profit and in the wave of enthusiasm for a new scheme a balance of 
potential profit against input of effort needs to be made. (written BrE)

We found 14 instances of this criteria as compared to 149 these criteria and six this phenomena and 66 these 
phenomena. These findings indicate that around one in ten criteria/phenomena is used as a singular. Biber et al 
in Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (1999:288) found similar results of around one in ten 
"singular" ending in -a. (Surprisingly, they claim on p. 181 that "[c]riteria (with the odd exception [sic]) and 
phenomena are regularly used with plural concord". Depending on how you interpret the phrase odd exception it 
would seem to be a bit too strong to classify a variant that occurs in c. 10% of the cases as being odd.) 
Interestingly, the "double plurals" criterias/phenomenas and the "singular plurals" criterions and phenomenons 



were virtually non-existent in our material. We therefore still recommend learners to use criterion and 
phenomenon as singulars and criteria and phenomena as plurals, but it may be the case that the distinction 
between the singular and the plural forms will be even more blurred in the future.

The next area of variation concerns nouns of Germanic origin which have both the -ves and the -s endings. (Most 
nouns which take -ves are not variable, e.g. half, life, shelf, which only take the older irregular form.) (7) and (8) 
exemplify the two alternatives with the noun dwarf. (Most tokens of the plural of dwarf refer to human (or 
mythological) referents, but there were some which referred to red or orange dwarfs (not dwarves) in the 
astronomical sense.)

(7) Another 15 per cent of stars are orange dwarfs. (written BrE)

(8) But we really want some dwarves to go in our video. (written BrE)

Quirk et al only mention that both forms occur with dwarf, hoof, scarf and wharf (the latter noun, according to 
Webster's Encyclopedic Unabridged Dictionary of the English Language, refers to "a structure built on the shore of 
or projecting into a harbor, stream, etc., so that vessels may be moored alongside to load or unload or to lie at 
rest; quay; pier").

Table 2 shows the results for the variable nouns (the figures for dwarf have been estimated because the large 
number of occurrences of the verb to dwarf something, meaning "to be so big that other things are made to seem 
very small"):

Table 2. The number of texts in the BNC with irregular or regular -ves/-fs plural endings

-ves -fs

N (Texts) % N (Texts) %

dwarf
c.25 c.38% c.40 c.62

wharf
30 79% 8 21%

hoof
124 83% 26 17%

scarf
154 96% 6 4%

Our AmE material was too limited to provide definite guidance, but hooves and scarves seemed to be the 
preferred alternative for two of the nouns. As for dwarf, there were almost only dwarfs in AmE but that may be 
due to the noun being used mostly in the astronomical sense. To summing up Table 2 we can once again say that 
there are clear individual differences between the words, and once again if you want to be on the safe side, you 
can always opt for the irregular form if you feel uncertain.

We now turn to nouns ending in -us which may take either regular the -es ending or the Latin -i ending. (This 
ending is usually pronounced /-ai/, but sometimes /-i:/ can be heard as well.) Here too there are some nouns 
which only take the regular ending, namely virus, campus, circus and apparatus.

Nouns which may take either plural form according to Quirk et al include cactus, focus, fungus, nucleus, radius 
and syllabus. In (9) and (10) are examples of the two alternatives with syllabus ('a plan that states exactly what 
students at a school or college should learn in a particular subject'; cf. the definition of curriculum above).

(9) In practice, many A-level syllabuses have already changed beyond recognition. (written BrE)

(10) Furthermore, teaching of expert systems has now been introduced into some of the engineering syllabi in 
the training schools. (written BrE)

The results are summarized in Table 3. The result for focus is only an approximation (as for dwarf above) 
because the verb form focuses coincides with one of the alternatives.



Table 3. The number of texts in the BNC with irregular or regular -uses/-i plural endings

-i -uses

N % N %

nucleus 68 100% 0 0%

radius 24 100% 0 0%

fungus 108 97% 3 3%

cactus 26 90% 3 10%

focus 50 90% 5 10%

syllabus 11 13% 71 87%

Among the nouns taking either the -i or the -uses ending the most frequent is the irregular -i for all except for 
syllabus.

The next case of variation concerns antenna and formula which have the plurals antennas/antennae and formulas/
formulae. (The -ae ending is pronounced /-i:/.) Both alternatives occur for both nouns but there is a tendency to 
reserve one form for one meaning. According to the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, antenna is 
"especially AmE, a wire, rod etc used for receiving radio and television signals; aerial". The form antennas is rare 
in BrE, and when it does occur in AmE (or BrE) it is mostly in the 'aerial' sense, as is seen in (11).

(11) Many homeowners wrongly assume that their television antennas can protect the house from lightning. 
(NYT, written AmE)

The form antennae is mainly used in the "general" sense, as in (12), or in biology, as in (13). The electronic use 
in (14) is rare.

(12) It is there that Mr Kohl's fine political antennae could get the worse of him. (written BrE)

(13) In addition to the three pairs of legs and four pairs of feet which are found behind the legs, the crab louse is 
equipped with sensory antennae and eyes. (written BrE)

(14) VSAT can use satellite antennae not much bigger than TV dishes and just as easy to install. (written BrE)

Interestingly, there are some indications of confusion as to what the singular form is. (15) below suggests that 
some speakers may use antennae as a singular:

(15) The complex shape of the aerial -- the antennae -- has to be perfect. (written BrE)

A similar division into separate forms for separate meanings is made with formulas/formulae. The form formulas 
almost only occurs in non-technical, general areas, as can be seen in (16). Formulae mostly occurs in 
mathematics and other scholarly areas, such as linguistics as is in (17) and (18).

(16) Those are good, sound formulas for success, and they worked, to the greater glory of golf, throughout the 
Eighties. (written BrE)

(17) It is written in classical textbook style and is full of formulae, equations and flow sheets. (written BrE)

(18) In order to get that response he was prepared to dispense with the niceties of convention and the formulae 
of polite language: "from the gut, to the gut." (written BrE)

The nouns index and appendix also seem to produce different patterns with different meanings. According to 
Biber et al (1999:287) index takes -es in the bibliographical meaning whereas the mathematical meaning takes 
indices (/-isi:z/). A spot-check in the BNC indicates that this division exists in our material as well, as can be seen 
from (19) and (20):

(19) The maths may seem complicated, but breeding indices work very well and are very easy to use in practice. 
(written BrE)



(20) Turn then, to the indexes of the books, to find keywords related to those objectives. (written BrE)

According to Quirk et al (1985:312) appendix may take either ending for the parts in a book and it is regular for 
parts of the body. We cannot say anything about the plural of "body-part appendix", because we could not find a 
single example of that. However, the "book appendix" we can say something about, because we found 84 texts 
with appendices and only four with appendixes. We can therefore recommend our readers to use the irregular 
form, as in (21) below, rather than the regular one as in (22).

(21) A glossary of terms and four appendices are also provided. (written BrE)

(22) Appendixes: the language of graphs and statistics; guide to abbreviations. (written BrE)

The last case of variation that we will look at concerns the topical question whether we have studied variable 
plural forms in many corpora or in many corpuses. The most frequent meaning in our material is "machine-
readable collection of texts". (23) and (24) are illustrative examples of the two alternatives.

(23) Text corpora provide empirical data concerning language usage, and as such may be used in the design and 
testing of NLP systems. (written BrE)

(24) Leech and Beale (1984) provide an overview of their applications in English language research and of the 
computerized corpuses which are available. (written BrE)

Corpora occurred in fifteen texts and corpuses in three texts, so we can recommend the irregular form here as 
well.

To conclude, our corpora show a rather complex pattern with variable nouns. There seem to be no magic 
formulas for learning these complex patterns and for integrating them into syllabuses and curricula. However, to 
those who find the above patterns too complex, we can propose the following rule: if a noun can take an irregular 
plural form, it is in general this irregular form that is the most frequent one.

ML 

2. How are informal salutations like hello and hi used nowadays? I have a feeling that young people 
use hi much more than they use hello.

Our discussion of formal salutations like how do you do and nice/pleased to meet you in GTN 2002:4 seems to 
have sparked some interest in less formal ones! Hello is sometimes described as being "informal" while hi is 
described as "very informal". This would seem to agree with the hypothesis that young people use hi more often, 
since less formal alternatives tend to be used by young people.

We looked at this in the spoken sub-part of the British National Corpus (BNC), which contains speech recorded 
during the 1990s. (If we can get the search program for our spoken AmE corpus to work again, we will take a 
look at hi/hello in the various age categories in that material as well. In GTN 2002:4 we found 1148 hello and 
2024 hi in spoken AmE, which means that hi was used in 64% of the cases.)

First we will take a look at some examples. In (1) (X) is fourteen years old and (Y) is twelve, in (2) (X) is 31 and 
(Y) is of unknown age, and in (3) (X) is 51 and Lynda is 44 (the useless creature referred to seems to be a dog of 
uncertain age):

(1) (X) Hi!

(Y) Hello.

(X) Hello. (spoken BrE)

(2) (X) Hello.

(Y) Hi you're just in time, help yourself. (spoken BrE)

(3) <doorbell>



(X) Yeah. Yes I suppose it's Lynda. <pause> Well you're some guard dog aren't you? Useless creature. Hi there.

(Lynda) Hi. Perhaps she could smell me through the door. (spoken BrE)

These examples indicate that hi and hello can be used more or less interchangeably. If one person says hi the 
other may answer hello or the other way around.

So, what do the overall statistics reveal about this? Table 1 suggests that there may indeed be a change in 
progress:

Table 1. Hello and hi in spoken BrE from the BNC

hello hi

age
N % N %

0-24
455 80% 117 20%

25-44
622 84% 120 16%

45+
466 91% 44 9%

The results indicate that hi is slowly increasing and gaining ground from hello in spoken BrE, but hello is still 
much more frequent. If we compare with our figures from spoken AmE we see that hi is much more frequent in 
America than in Britain. What the table does not show, however, is that people may change their way of 
addressing others when they grow older. Furthermore, older people probably have to deal with more formal 
situations than younger people and therefore they are more likely to use formal modes of expression. However, 
these points probably only influence the results to a minor extent. It seems that salutations is an area where a 
less formal feature (hi) is spreading at the expense of another, slightly less formal (hello), while some of the 
most formal features (such as how do you do) are becoming more restricted in their use or are even obsolete.

ML

3. How frequent is the singular use of the plurals data and media?

This question is closely connected with the one about irregular plural forms of nouns, since the plural criteria 
sometimes is used as a singular. However, while many people strongly object to singular criteria, there is slightly 
less opposition against singular media and much less against singular data, which is often considered to be 
completely acceptable.

It is difficult to provide any reliable statistics for the singular and the plural with media and data because many 
verb tokens appear in phrases such as The interpretation of the data is simple where the verb agrees with 
another noun. Therefore we will only be able to give a tentative answer to this question.

We will begin our survey with media. Quirk et al (1985:311) write that singular media is often widely condemned, 
and that the "double plural" medias is even more widely condemned. Medias was actually missing completely in 
our (mostly written) material, but there were a number of singular media:

(1) The media is free to publish and be damned, so long as damnation comes after, and not before, the word gets 
out. (written BrE)

Plural verbs predominate after media but there is a significant proportion of singular verbs as well. This is also 
suggested by The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage, which has the following on singular media: "The 
term is often seen doing duty as a singular. But The Times, with a grammatically exacting ['demanding', 
'rigorous'] readership, will keep it plural for now." The authors of this rather conservative style manual thus hint 
that they may well reconsider their recommendation only to use plural media should general usage begin to 
prefer singular media in the future.

Singular data is more accepted as is exemplified by the style guide's acceptance of it. Here are a singular and a 
plural example:



(2) This data is then stored away in an assembly file. (written BrE)

(3) These data are summarized in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.3 is a map of the population density. (written BrE)

Quirk et al (1985:309f) discuss this word in a section sub-titled "Nouns with equivocal number". They claim that 
it is "usually" constructed as a plural, but that it is "often constructed also as a singular, especially in scientific 
contexts".

We found some interesting tendencies in our material. The plural is indeed the most frequent alternative in 
scientific writing where it is more than twice as common as the singular. What is interesting is that the singular 
seems to be slightly more frequent in non-scientific writing – although it is still less common than the plural. In 
speech we actually found only singulars among the around ten tokens that we came across. Therefore it seems to 
be the other way round from what Quirk et al proposed: people who write academic texts know that the form 
historically is a plural of datum and they don't mind displaying their knowledge to other people. In less formal 
contexts people feel increasingly comfortable using the singular instead.

What advice can we give the grammatically exacting readership of GTN based on this data? Singular data is all 
right in most contexts but we advise you to stick to plural media "for now"!

ML

4. What are the most frequent ways of responding to thankings (You're welcome, That's OK, Sure 
etc.)?

In our last issue we discussed some conversational phrases, and we will return to this topic again since it is very 
central to our understanding of a foreign language. This time we will look at responders to thanking 
phrases, reporting on a study presented in an article by Gunnel Tottie (Non-categorical differences between 
American and British English: Some corpus evidence, in Modiano's Studies in Mid-Atlantic English, 2002). Tottie 
observes that even though a great deal of research about different types of speech acts has been carried out, 
fairly little attention has been paid to the act of thanking. She had noted that, apart from traditional responders 
(such as You're welcome), Americans tend to produce other responders (such as Sure and You bet) and had two 
of her students carry out a corpus study (Fetescu & Rupp: Responders to thanks in British and American English, 
2000) on the use of responders in present-day English. The study showed that Americans used responders to 
thanks more often than British speakers did (23% vs. 16% of all instances of thanking), but no response at all 
was the most frequent alternative in both varieties. Besides responding more often, Americans were also more 
productive when it comes to different ways of responding. Interestingly, disregarding the "no-response" 
alternative, the most popular alternative in both BrE and AmE was in fact thank you/thanks, as in (1), which was 
used in 47% of the cases in BrE (195 tokens) and in 28% of the cases in AmE (178 tokens). Tottie suggests that 
"this could be due to situations where participants are both expressing gratitude or merely saying Thank you/
Thanks as a kind of formula or farewell signal."

(1) (X) How about I demonstrate it and...

(Y) (unclear)

(X) That's what I meant.

(Y) Wonderful, great.

(X) Okay.

(Y) Thanks Bob.

(X) Thanks. So I have two that are taken care of and then Sharon will come in or not come in whatever's the 
case.  

The following tables provides the most frequent responders in the two varieties (M = million words):

American English  (5 million words)

Thank you; thanks
195 (39/M)



You're welcome
 165 (33/M)

OK; That's OK
79 (16/M)

Uh huh; Mhm
70 (14/M)

Yeah; Yes; Yep
41 (8/M)

All right; It's all right
39 (8/M)

Sure; Sure thing
26 (5/M)

No problem
14 (3/M)

There you go
12 (2/M)

You bet
8 (2/M)

Hey
4

My pleasure
4

British English (4 million words)

Thank you; thanks 
178 (45/M)

All right; It's all right
  57 (14/M)

Yeah; Yes; Yep
35 (9/M)

OK; That's OK   
25 (6/M)

Uh huh; Mhm
16 (4/M)

You're welcome
14 (4/M)

Good 
10 (2/M)

Cheers
8 (2/M)

There you go
7 (2/M)

Lovely
6

My pleasure
5

Don't worry
3



That's great
3

No problem
3

It's interesting to observe that, apart from You're welcome, such responses to thanking phrases that are often 
taught to learners of English, e.g. Not at all and My pleasure, do not seem to be very frequent in real life, at least 
if the corpora used are good representatives of real usage. Here are two examples of these "conventional" 
thanking phrases.

(2) At a restaurant:

(X) Hi ladies.

(Y) Hello.

(X)   Three?

(Y) Yes please.

(X) Smoking or non?

(Y)  Non.

(X) Right this way. ... There you go. Enjoy your meals.

(Y) Thank you.

(Z) Thank you.

(X) You're welcome.  

(3) (X) Now I don't know if this is still warm but it sure feels.

(Y) Mhm.

(Z) Hm.

(Y) I can tell before it even reaches my lips. Thank you.

(X) Hm, my pleasure. One thing I do with coffee is I'm always assured that at least the coffee is good.

We can further observe that there seem to be regional differences (even though the material is not so large that 
we can draw any certain conclusions). You're welcome was more than ten times more frequent in American 
English than in British English, Uh huh/Mhm was about four times more frequent and /That's/ OK was about three 
times more frequent. Sure /thing/, which was used as a responder in 26 cases in AmE was not used at all in 
British English and No problem too was more frequent in American English. Cheers, however, still seems to be a 
Briticism, and as we know it is also a frequent way of thanking in British English.

There were also a number of items that occurred only once or a few times, such as Glad to help, Don't worry, No 
big deal, Anytime dude and No sweat, illustrated in examples (5) to (7):

(5) (X) It's like oh man. Thanks for bringing it up Miss.

(X) Glad to help.

(6) (X) Afternoon Mom.

(Y) Thank you dear.



(X) Anytime dude.

(7) (X) Okay thank you very much.

(X) No sweat.

It is difficult to summarise this and give some advice to students of English. As we saw above, in the majority of 
cases, people do not respond to thanks at all, and if they do, there are a number of different possible items to 
use. Perhaps this is not one of the areas of conversational routines where foreigners need to bother so much 
about finding the most idiomatic phrase. I know that teachers hate people saying that "anything goes!", but 
judging from the study by Tottie and her students, I find it hard to say anything else, except that, of course, the 
level of formality puts constraints on what is acceptable. I don't suppose any of us would choose Anytime, dude 
or No sweat at a formal meeting.

ME

5.  I've heard many Americans use the verb to diss but can't find it in the OED. Can you me enlighten 
me on its etymology?

Searching the Internet (e.g. the Random House website), we found that the verb diss (sometimes spelt dis), 
which is used in both English and Swedish informal (especially youth) language, originates in the language of rap 
music from the 1980s, and spread to mainstream language towards the end of that decade. Diss is generally 
claimed to be a clipped form of the word disrespect, a central concept in this area of music, but it seems that its 
meaning has been extended, so that sometimes it is used to mean 'dismiss' or something similar. A check in our 
corpora further yielded some (hopefully) enlightening examples. The word occurred in both British and American 
sources, but of course we cannot be sure about whether, for instance, interviewees in British newspapers are of 
British or American origin. Have a look at the following examples.

(1) Who the fuck you think you are comin' in here again after las' time like you think you can diss my girl, bro'? 
(American book)

(2) You shouldn't diss the Almighty's name, using it in cuss words or rapping with one another. (The Independent)

As far as the above cases are concered, the most likely interpretation of the word is 'disrespect'. In  the following 
sentences, 'dismiss' is a possible alternative.

(3) Not only biological clarity, it seems, for Caren Le Berre is no slouch in the cerebral department too, so all you 
envious folks out there who were just waiting to diss her as just another supermodel bimbo prepared to eat 
humble pie.  

(4) I hate being bad at things - yes, I am a perfectionist and it drives me crazy. But then again, if you don't think 
you can do something better, where's your motivation? We diss our records constantly. It's bad for our publicity 
department, but it's good for fuel. (British magazine)

(5) And after all, you can't really diss the Internet (fast becoming the bourgeouise reactionary activity) until 
you've actually tried it. (The Independent)

Diss also seems to have other, similar, interpretations, as in the following sentence, where the famous boxer 
Mike Tyson uses diss in an interview:

(6) Charisse Nelson demanded: "Why are you acting like this in public?". Tyson snarled back: "When I come to 
your city I'm going diss you" (street language meaning that he would ignore her). (British magazine, my 
emphasis)

It would be interesting to hear if our readers have other ideas about this vogue word. Do you think it is a word 
that is here to stay or is it just another passing craze?

ME & HL

6. Which adverbs most frequently collocate with the verbs argue, criticise/criticize and discuss? My 
students often use word combinations that sound strange to natives.



In an article about collocations (in English Teaching Professional, issue 11, 1999), Hill writes that "When I first 
started teaching English, we were encouraged to think of grammar as the bones of the language and vocabulary 
as the flesh to be added. We now know that language consists largely of pre-fabricated chunks of lexis". He 
describes the collocation phenomenon as "'the way words occur together in predictable ways". One of the 
greatest difficulties in aquiring near-native proficiency in a foreign language is indeed to master its collocations. 
Two (or more) words might seem to the non-native speaker to go very well together, whereas they (to quote our 
subscriber) may "cause unintended fits of merriment in native speakers", or worse, make a sentence 
incomprehensible. Hill provides an illustrative example: Whereas it is possible to say either get out into the open 
air  or get out into the fresh air, we have to say a breath of fresh air and an open-air restaurant. He further 
points out that collocations may be more or less fixed, describing them in terms of a cline, the "strongest" ones 
being those that you might find in a dictionary, many of them figurative expressions. At the other end are those 
word combinations that are not felt to be so fixed, but which in a corpus turn up "with a greater than random 
frequency". Hill believes that the most problematic area for a language student is the area in the middle, where 
most of the collocations seem to be located. The "strongest" ones (as he calls them) are often picked up fairly 
easily, and the weakest ones might not be worth the trouble to learn, but those in the middle tend be important 
to know, yet difficult to learn. Students with large vocabularies might still sound non-native-like because their 
collocational competence is limited, since this knowledge is the key to fluency. Still, vocabulary teaching 
throughout the world seems to focus a great deal on the learning of isolated words rather than on collocations. 
Hill, however, predicts a change in the attitude of teachers, especially because of the spreading use of corpora: 
"Corpus linguistics is going to change the content of what we teach radically. These ideas on collocation are only 
the first rumblings".

A subscriber asked us whether we could find some corpus evidence for any collocations of the three verbs argue, 
criticise/criticize and dicuss, and we checked in the sixty-million-word corpus Cobuild direct (comprising British 
and American speech and writing) what manner adverbs precede or follow these, especially if the verb is criticise/
criticize. First of all, as is clear from the table below, we can notice that a manner adverb more often precedes 
the verb it modifies, as in (1), rather than following it, as in (2).

(1) And the face in the reflected glow of the flashlight at the canyon bottom the man in the gold-rimmed glasses 
calmly discussing with Tull how to burn Leap-horn to death. Had his eyes tricked him in the flickering light? 
(American book)

(2) He and Samir sat in the room, at first elated, then dazed, finally discussing eagerly about what gold, on such 
a scale, could do. (British book)

adverbs preceding the verb adverbs following the verb Total

argue
48 (62%) 29 (38%)  77

criticise/criticize
43 (86%) 7 (14%) 50

discuss
51 (61%) 32 (39%) 83

In cases where a past-participle form of the verb is used as the premodifier of a noun, as in (3), the adverb-first 
position is in fact the only possible one. Only argue was used in this function, and there were fifteen such 
instances in the material. These tokens were thus not included in the table above, but they were included in the 
table showing what adverbs were used with argue below.

(3) His one book Taxes Burden or Blessing 1991 was a strongly argued plea for a financial system which would 
reduce rather than increase the inequalities of wealth. (British newspaper)

We can further note that in passive clauses argue differs from the two other verbs. With argue, all passive 
clauses have the adverb (mainly well) in preverbal position, as in (4), whereas with criticise/criticize and 
discuss, we find examples of both preverbal adverbs, as in (5) and (6) and postverbal adverbs, as in (7) and (8):

(4) The article was powerfully written and well argued. (British book)

(5) Both parapsychology and meditation have been severely criticized by skeptics in recent years, and prayer 
can expect the same treatment as evidence for its effectiveness becomes more widely known. (American book)

(6) She and her trainer would meet at her home, each horse and his progress would be fully discussed, and race 
entries made. (British newspaper)



(7) There would come a day when she was criticized severely for permitting people to fall onto their knees in her 
presence. (American book)

(8) This subject will be discussed fully in chapter 8. (American book)

Our study resulted in the following three top charts of words being used in combination with argue, criticise/
criticize and discuss. Adverbs that do not describe in what manner the action was undertaken were excluded from 
the study.

1. adverbs used with argue

number of occurrences

11 well  

9 strongly

6 closely, successfully

5 consistently

3 cogently, convincingly, heatedly, passionately

2 aggressively, forcefully, logically, persuasively, rationally, seriously, strenuously

1
ardently, bizarrely, blithely, brilliantly,  categorically, clearly, commendably, conclusively, 
disingenuously, eloquently, explicitly, factually, fiercely, furiously, gently, halfheartedly, moderately, 
overtly, plausibly, professionally, reasonably, regularly, sensibly, superbly, vehemently, vigorously

2. adverbs used with criticise/criticize

number of occurrences

9  sharply, severely

5 heavily, publicly, strongly

2 implicitly, openly, roundly

1 adversely, bitterly, gently, highly, high-mindedly, hugely, personally, positively, routinely, unambiguously

3. adverbs used with discuss

number of occurrences

16 openly

10  fully, publicly

4 seriously

3 calmly, thoroughly

2 extensively, favourably, informally, privately

1  
boldly, collectively, collegially, directly, dispassionately, eagerly, explicitly, fervently, formally, frankly, 
freely, gravely, keenly, loudly, maturely, parenthetically, personally, politely, productively, profitably, 
properly, tediously, truthfully, unemotionally

As we see, there were rather few instances of each of these combinations of words, so the results are quite 
preliminary. We have some recurrent patterns, however, and perhaps we could regard at least some of these as 
collocations. With argue we find well (mainly in the form well-argued), strongly, closely, successfully and 
consistently occurring more than three times. Criticise/criticize co-occurs with sharply, severly, heavily, publicly 
and strongly more than three times, and so does discuss with openly, fully, publicly and seriously. Here are some 
examples:

(9) The Liberal Party is still bearing the scar tissue of 1993, when it put to the electorate an extensive, well-
argued and coherent set of policies known as Fightback! (Australian newspaper)

(10) Many writers have argued that the general actively sought death in battle, but the most recent study by 



Gerd Brausch argues convincingly against this interpretation. (American book)

(11) Already a leaflet has come out in the West Bank sharply criticizing Palestinian leader Faisal Husseini for 
meeting with Baker. (American radio)

(12) The Provincial Education Minister is also a Mohajir, and he's been heavily criticized by militants belonging to 
some Sindhi groups. (British radio)

(13) Is the illness or disability discussed openly? (American book)

(14) And Mr Clinton said, "I was very clear when the Adams visa was granted that there must be an agreement in 
good faith to seriously discuss arms decommissioning." (Australian newspaper).

To conclude, quite a few different adverb types were used by the native speakers represented by our corpus. Of 
course, one single occurrence of a word combination does not imply that it is one that would be accepted by 
everybody as idiomatic. Not many of the word groups would probably be classified as real collocations, but the 
study still gives us some ideas about how these verbs are used in combination with manner adverbs. It is also 
worth noting that these three verbs, although related in meaning, mainly show very different patterns as to what 
company they keep.

ME

7.  How frequent is the "female first" choice in pairs like she or he and sisters and brothers?

In a previous issue (00:3) we discussed how to refer back to generic pronouns like someone, mentioning that co-
ordinated noun phrases like he or she (with the male pronoun first) are much more common than those where 
the female pronoun precedes the male one. One of our subscribers wishes to know whether something has 
happened since then, i.e. whether the female-first choice has become more frequent, but unfortunately our most 
recent corpora are from the year 2000, so we cannot say anything about what has happened after that. We 
thought, however, that it might be interesting, to compare corpora from the last decade to see if we could discern 
a trend towards a more frequent female-first usage.

We used The Independent from 1990, 1995 and 2000 and The New York Times from 1990 and 1995 to compare 
frequencies of male-first binominals and female-first binominals. There were two drawbacks of using this 
material. First, we don't have The New York Times from the year 2000. Second, constructions like she and he 
cannot be counted in The Independent, since all pronouns (and  many other function words) are regarded as 
"noise words", which the search program does not accept. We tried to look further back in time, and check out 
four other corpora of British and American written material, two with material from the 1960s and two from the 
1990s. Unfortunately, because these corpora are so small (1 million words each) there were so few occurrences 
of the constructions at issue that we did not find it worth the trouble to bring them into the study. We will have to 
make do with the material we have. The table below presents the results of the study.

The Independent The New York Times

1990 1995 2000 1990 1995

she and/or he
3% 2%

he and/or she
97% 98%

Total

100%

(424 tokens)

100%

(726 tokens)

her and/or him
5% 4% 

him and/or her
95% 96% 

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/news00_3.html


Total

100%

(63 tokens)

100%

(49 tokens)

women and/or men
4% 6% 5% 6% 6%

men and women
96% 94% 95% 94% 94%

Total

100 %

(701 tokens)

100 %

(798 tokens)

100 %

( 788 tokens)

100%

(1034 tokens)

100%

(1245 tokens)

sisters and/or brothers
9% 2% 0% 5% 0%

brothers and/or sisters
91% 98% 100% 95% 100%

Total

100%

(93 tokens)

100%

(97 tokens)

100%

(91 tokens)

100%

(119 tokens)

100%

(219 tokens)

It seems that our hypothesis about female-first constructions becoming increasingly frequent was refuted, as 
concerns binominals with one female and one male part coordinated by and/or. As for the pronoun constructions 
and women-men, the figures from the different years were very similar. Strangely, as far as brothers and sisters 
is concerned, the trend is even opposite to the one we expected, i.e. for every five-year-period, we find fewer 
and fewer sisters and/or brothers (in both papers). Probably, phrases of this type are so idiomatically "fixed" in 
the minds of their users that changes take place slowly if they take place at all. As for pronouns referring to 
generic antecedents, the big change towards a more politically correct usage has involved (as discussed in GTN 
00:3) using more plural pronouns  (they, their) and combinations like he or she, but people do not seem to 
bother about the word order of the elements in binominals.

ME

8. A recent manual about avoiding Swenglish claims that we should not say shoot to death in English 
but rather shoot dead. Either one sounds OK to me as a native speaker. What do the corpora have to 
say about the relative frequencies? Are there regional or stylistic differences?

Collocations were discussed in a usage question above, and here is an example of a seemingly strong collocation. 
In the sixty-million-word Cobuild corpus, we found 520 instances of shoot (X) dead and only 37 examples of 
shoot (X) to death. It seems that the manual writer is right in his claim that shoot dead is the most idiomatic 
construction, even though the 37 instances of shoot to death of course cannot be ignored, especially since most 
of them occurred in fairly formal circumstances (radio newscasts, quality papers etc.). Out of the examples of 
shoot to death, eight were from Australian English (15 per 10 million words), thirteen from American English (13 
per 10 million words), and sixteen from British English (4 per 10 million words). This might be an indication that 
the construction is more frequent in Australian and American English than in British English, but since the 
frequency of tokens is so low, we should be cautious about drawing conclusions. A few examples of shoot to 
death are presented below:

(1) Two small infants, age three and 14 months, were shot to death. (American radio)

(2) Dogg, real name Calvin Broadus, was wanted in connection with the shooting to death of Philip Woldemariam 
in a gang-related argument in west Los Angeles last month. (British magazine)

(3) A man who shot to death a fellow worker as he stormed into a caravan on a drug plantation at Gin Gin was 
yesterday jailed for life for murder. (Australian newspaper)

Interestingly, however, we normally say, for instance, stab to death and beat to death rather than stab/beat 
dead. This was in fact the reason, in a few of the cases of shoot to death, for the less frequent constructions 
being used, viz. in co-ordinated verb phrases, such as (4) and (5).



(4) Hitherto the whole period of captivity has been painted as an unrelieved hell during which many thousands of 
young men and women were starved or beaten or shot or bayoneted to death. (Australian newspaper)

(5) Victims were tortured with electric drills, electric prods, and acid baths; others were shot, dismembered, or 
beaten to death. (American book)

There were very few occurrences of VERB + dead in our corpus. In two of these, boil dead and spray dead, the 
affected individual was an animal, a frog in (6) and vermin in (7):

(6) I heard someone on a science programme refer cheerfully to "The Boiled Frog Syndrome" - whereby a frog 
placed in a pan of water on a lit stove will remain, not jumping out, until boiled dead. Fascinating! (British 
magazine)

(7) The shag strands stuck together, the sweetness drew roaches and silverfish, which he sprayed dead.

There was also a case of freeze dead, but this was used about an unanimate subject, a car:

(8) He finally leans over and asks where our transportation is, and then I have to tell him that June's car is stolen 
and my van's frozen dead.  

Finally, we found some instances of the seemingly fixed expression be struck dead, where no corresponding cases 
of be struck to death occurred in the corpus:

(9) I'm thirty years old and Billy Boy died last night. He was struck by lightning. He was struck dead.  

ME

3. Book review 

David Crystal, 2001. Language and the Internet (Cambridge University Press) Review

R u a geek? Maybe one with a nick? Do you want to find out which side of the isocybe you are on, learn all about 
lags n gags, flaming n framing, DragonMUCKS n MOOsex, how to avoid being newted n toaded, or the importance 
of ***? Then this book by David Crystal is a mine of information giving ample food for thought.

A common claim is that 'Netspeak' is more like speech than writing. To assess the truth of this claim Crystal 
distinguishes five Internet 'situations': e-mail, synchronous and asynchronous chatgroups, virtual worlds and the 
World Wide Web. A further field is SMS with its specific restrictions, which had not been thoroughly developed 
and researched when this book was written. This immense variety may provide subjects for a thousand academic 
theses (two of which are already on the way at Växjö University).

Among the features studied are paragraph and word length. Crystal finds, e.g., that e-mail paragraphs seldom 
extend 4 lines and that in synchronous chat they are practically non-existent. Samples from the latter also 
contain only 4% words longer than 2 syllables.

Contractions appear in many situations, including forms like gonna, gotta and outta. So do 'pidgin' elements as in 
Mike happy or Jon waves Sandy, without be or a preposition. Plurals are written phonetically with -z (gamez) and 
even archaic endings turn up: matrixen.

For many features, however, as in cul8r ('see you later'), @Home ('at home'), Micro$oft, or AltaVista (with 
BiCaps), the informal nature is more an effect of typography than speech. If %-( leaves the GramTime reader 
confused, 'confusion' is exactly what this 'smiley' is supposed to express. It may be a comfort that smileys are 
not as frequent as we may think.

In contrast to all this informality, some situations, like certain MUDs (i.e. multi-user dungeons), or virtual games, 
impose very strict rules, e.g. for shifting between personal pronouns and verb forms, depending on whether a 
participant is 'saying' or 'emoting' something.

That rules like these come under attack may not surprise old readers of Crystal. They will recognize his ongoing 
campaign against prescriptive 'language experts', those trying to impose outdated formal conventions on the rest 



of us, such as the 'rule' against splitting the infinitive. Crystal has spotted such 'shamans' among spellcheck 
constructors. When also publications like Wired Style call on its netizens to 'celebrate subjectivity', 'capture the 
colloquial' and 'play with grammar and syntax', Crystal brands the prescriptive spirit behind, even though 
informality is what these 'rules' advocate.

Following traditional divisions, Crystal sees the Internet as still predominantly a written medium, with 
synchronous chat and virtual worlds closest to and the Web furthest from speech. This justifies him in seeing it as 
a collection of emerging dialects. As a whole the language of the Net is, however, so divergent from both writing 
and speech that he feels called upon to pronounce Netspeak a medium of its own.

The so-far dominating position of English is becoming eroded by the multiplying number of Internet users in 
countries like Japan. The prediction is that on the Web English will dwindle to less than 50 % in a near future. 
Becoming established on the Internet may even help preventing the death of some minority languages. Other 
fascinating prospects are to what extent automatic translation will affect language use on the Net and how that in 
turn will affect foreign language learning.

Despite all the criticism aired, by himself and others, the author is impressed by the language creativity and 
versatility expressed by 'ordinary' people, especially the young, when engaging on the Net, more for social than 
for information-seeking purposes, usually. Joining a chatgroup, for instance, is "like attending a perpetual 
linguistic party, where you bring your language, not a bottle".

In each Netspeak situation Crystal sees "an area of huge potential enrichment for individual languages". Netspeak 
in itself is nothing less than "a development of millennial significance" .

SK
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5. Practical information

Would you like to get in touch with the editors to get more information, ask usage questions, give comments and 
tips etc.? Please send an e-mail to gramtime@hum.vxu.se. We cannot give you personal replies to usage 
questions, but if we find your question of interest to the public and if we can answer it, it will be discussed in the 
newsletter.

If you want to read back issues of GramTime News, please go to

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/

If you want to subscribe to the newsletter, please send an e-mail to gramtime-request@listserv.vxu.se with the 
following message: subscribe.

6. The next issue 
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We plan to distribute the next newsletter in May 2003. 
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0. Editorial

Dear readers,

Welcome to GramTime News' big, sensational 5th anniversary issue! It is hard to believe that we have kept this 
going for five years, but there it is. As all veteran readers must realize, this is first and foremost thanks to our 
managing editor Maria Estling Vannestål, whose enthusiasm is never dampened, and second to our diligent 
researcher Magnus Levin, who knows all the corpora inside out. A big cheer for them!
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It has been my habit to briefly survey the contents of each issue in my editorial, but I have to refrain from that 
this time - there is simply too much. Let me just mention that we are happy to present two guest writers, Staffan 
Klintborg who is back with a new book review, and Ibolya Maricic who presents some very useful facts about her 
research area, Computer-Mediated Communication. I bet you didn't know half of all those abbreviations!

So print out GramTime News, bring it to the hammock or garden swing, enjoy the articles – and don't forget to 
submit your entries for the competitions!

We wish you a really good summer,

Hans Lindquist, editor-in-chief

1. The GramTime project: Grammatical Trends in Modern English 

Basic facts:

GramTime started on 1 July, 1996. It received funding from The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation 
(Riksbankens Jubileumsfond) until the end of 1999.

The aim of GramTime is to use existing computer corpora to investigate on-going and recent changes in English, 
particularly in the area of grammar. Comparisons are made between different varieties (British, American, 
Australian and New Zealand English); between genres like fiction, non-fiction and journalistic prose; and between 
spoken and written language.

The project is based at Växjö University and is directed by Hans Lindquist. Two research assistants have 
previously worked half-time in the project: PhD students Maria Estling Vannestål and Magnus Levin.

The following corpora are used:

· The British National Corpus (BNC): 100 million words, written and spoken British English (1980s and 1990s)

· The Bank of English. We use a subset called the CobuildDirect Corpus: 50 million words, written and spoken 
British, American and Australian English (1980s and 1990s)

· The London-Lund corpus: 500 000 words, spoken British English (1960s and 1970s)

· The Brown corpus: 1 million words, written American English (1960s)

· The Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus (LOB): 1 million words, written British English (1960s)

· The Freiburg updated version of LOB (FLOB): 1 million words, written British English (1990s)

· The Freiburg updated version of Brown (Frown): 1 million words, written American English (1990s)

· The Longman Spoken American Corpus (LSAC): 5 million words, spoken American English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Spoken English (WCSE): 1 million words, spoken New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Written English (WCWE): 1 million words, written New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Independent on CD-ROM 1990, 1995 & 2000

· The Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995

· The New York Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995



· The Sydney Morning Herald on CD-ROM 1992–1995

2. Usage questions and answers 

1. Is it OK to use the preposition from with the verb to die?

In school I learnt that in English you say tremble with, suffer from and die of, whereas in Swedish the same 
preposition (av) is used in all three cases. However, now and then we see the construction die from. So, how 
frequent is this construction? Judging from our corpora, die from, as in (1) is not at all unusual, even though die 
of, as in (2), was the predominant form in all the corpora we consulted.

(1) 140,509 people in England died from coronary heart disease in 1989. (British book)

(2) Three climbers died of hypothermia last winter. (The New York Times)

The corpus results (presented in the table below) also suggest that, in written text, die from is more frequent in 
British English than in American English, whereas in the spoken material the relative frequencies were very 
similar in British and American English.

die of
die from

Total

N % N % N %

British books and brochures
88 73% 32 27% 120 100%

American books and brochures
122 80% 30 20% 152 100%

The Independent 1995
595 64% 337 36% 932 100%

The New York Times 1995
1753 88% 249 12% 2002 100%

Spoken British English
51 66% 26 34% 77 100%

Spoken American English
47 64% 26 36% 73 100%

In most cases, the preposition of or from was followed by the name of a disease (such as AIDS, cancer, malaria 
etc.) or a noun phrase (such as a heart attack, exhaustion, grief etc.) stating the cause of death, as in (3) and 
(4).

(3) As Kafka was dying of tuberculosis, he begged his friend and literary executor, Max Brod, to burn his 
uncompleted manuscripts. (American book)

(4) Before I knew that he died from smoking I thought it was just old age and stuff. (spoken British English)

There were also some instances of interrogatives, where die and the preposition occurred at the end of a 
sentence, as in (5). From never occurred in those cases.

(5) "What did she die of?" Liddie asked. (American book)

However, some of the cases where die from occurred are somewhat different, which might offer at least a partial 
explanation for the use of from instead of of. Sometimes, for instance, the noun directly following the preposition 
is not the very cause of death but instead words like effects and complications, as in (6) and (7). The preposition 
of was never used in those cases.



(6) In undeveloped countries, each year at least 13 million people, mostly children, die from the effects of 
hunger.  (British brochure)

(7) Mr. Kirkpatrick died from complications of pneumonia, his wife, Rita, said. (The New York Times)

It is possible that the fact that the NP contains another of (between effects/complications and the cause of death) 
makes the writer prefer the preposition from for the avoidance of repetition. This could be the case in (8) as well.

(8) Yuniah didn't know whether she'd live, or die from loss of blood. (British book)

On the other hand, in examples (6) and (7) above, the reason for using from may as well have something to do 
with the fact that it is not the name of the disease etc. that immediately follows the preposition. As we see in (9), 
the material also included examples of NPs where the word complications was postmodified by a relative clause 
rather than an of phrase, and here too no instances of the preposition of after die was found:

(9) G. J. Tankersley, (...), died from complications related to a degenerative muscle disease on Jun 11, 1995 at 
the age of 74. (The New York Times)

Another interesting finding is that all cases in the corpora where die was used with figurative meaning occurred 
with the preposition of, as in (10) and (11). The number of tokens was not very large, however.

(10) The improbably named Tarpon Springs Boulevard, (...), begins grandly down by the waterfront in an 
extravaganza of badly-laid concrete, but dies of embarrassment long before it finds any destination. (The 
Independent)

(11) The only way they will be totally safe is by sitting at home watching TV until they die of boredom. (The 
Independent)

To conclude, it seems that the phrase die from is accepted in standard English, at least in the literal use of the 
expression, and that in some cases (when the preposition is not followed by the name of the cause of death but 
rather by a noun like complications), it is even the preferred alternative.

ME

2. Which preposition is most common in the verb phrase beat around/about the bush?

The metaphorical expression to beat about/around the bush means that you "avoid or delay talking about 
something embarrassing or unpleasant" (Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, 1995). For this study we 
had to look through several corpora, since the expression is not very frequent. Overall, beat about the bush, as in 
(1) was more frequent than beat around the bush, as in (2).

(1) We were just finishing our first course when he said: "Look, let's not beat about the bush. You know what this 
is all about."(The Independent)

(2) No more beating around the bush! Let's strike while the iron is hot! (American book)

It seems that to beat about the bush is a Briticism, since we found no instances of this construction in the 
American corpora consulted. Also, most of the instances we found (regardless of which preposition they included) 
were from spoken English or from dialogues in the written material, so we can probably conclude that the 
expression mainly belongs to fairly informal contexts.

In relation to the discussion on puns below (see the section on website tips), it is interesting to note that when 
searching the Internet we found several instances of beat about the bush used in word play. One example is a 
website about "Bush Homes of East Africa" (a presentation of selected safari destinations in Kenya), the 
newsletter of which is called A beat about the bush. Another is a website called Beat about the bush promoting 
musical instruments and equipment for professional hire. Of course, the name of the American president has 
been used in puns, such as an article from 2001 in The Guardian titled By George! Don't beat about the Bush, 
providing a poem put together by real utterances (including language mistakes and other examples of poor 
linguistic quality) made by President Bush, and another one (in the same newspaper by the same author but two 
years later!): Tell it how it is - don't beat about the Bush. 

ME



3. Which preposition should I choose with the nouns expert and specialist: in, on or at?

When consulting the Longman dictionary (1995) we found that it suggests different options for expert and 
specialist, viz. that the former can be used with either in, on or at (without providing any information about 
differences in usage between the three variants), whereas with specialist, the only preposition suggested is in. 
Now, does this information tally with our corpus material, and is it possible to detect any usage patterns to 
distinguish between the diffeent prepositions? We used four corpora of written text (since these words are much 
more frequent in written than in spoken English): British/American books and brochures and British/American 
newspapers.

If we start with overall figures for expert, we can note that expert at is the least frequent construction in all 
corpora (accounts for between 2 and 12 per cent of the instances). Most of the instances of expert at were in fact 
excluded from the frequency count because at did not designate a topic in/on/at which the person in question is 
an expert, but rather an institution or the like to which this person is connected, as in (1).

(1) Is he still the seventeenth-century expert at the Rijksmuseum? (British book)

There were not so big differences in frequency between the two other alternatives (in and on), but expert on was 
the most frequent variant in three of the four corpora consulted (used in between 44 and 60 per cent of the 
cases). As for specialist, there were no instances of at in the corpus material, so the dictionary was right in not 
providing that variant. Also, the construction with in was between four and six times more frequent than on (e.g. 
273 in vs. 50 on in The New York Times).

We couldn't detect any clear regional differences, but there proved to be other interesting patterns worth 
reporting on. It seems that when the preposition is followed bya noun phrase including the name of a topic either 
in or on can be used, as in (2) to (5).

(2) An influential group of experts in Roman Catholic church law has concluded that ordaining women as deacons 
in the church would be in keeping with Catholic theology and past practice. (The New York Times)

(3) Organics was developed by the Elida Hair Institute-Paris, a leading specialist in hair health and beauty with 
research centres in over 40 countries worldwide. (British brochure)

(4) She's an expert on the Philippines. (American book)

(5) Last night a US congressional specialist on chemical warfare warned that Americans should be prepared for a 
Tokyo-type incident. (The Independent)

When the noun phrase following the preposition includes a word such as area, art or field, the preposition was 
always in, as in (6) and (7). In those cases the meaning of the preposition seems to have a more locative 
(although certainly more abstract than in the case with at above) meaning, and then the preposition in is of 
course a more natural choice.

(6) Dr Solomon is a world renowned expert in the field of viruses and has been called out to deal with numerous 
virus outbreaks in major corporations worldwide. (British brochure)

(7)  However temporary his victories might be, Mr. Reback has drawn the kind of attention not commonly focused 
on specialists in such arcane areas as antitrust and intellectual property law. (The New York Times)

When the preposition is followed by a subordinating conjunction, however, such as how or what, as in (8) and 
(9), on was the preferred preposition. Such constructions were only used with expert, never with specialist.

(8) Anecdotal evidence shows that when people are stripped of familiar surroundings, they tend to crave their 
native cuisine, said Dr. Paul Rozin, a professor in the department of psychology at the University of Pennsylvania, 
who is recognized as a leading expert on how people relate to food. (The New York Times)

(9) "Leon realizes that he is not the world's leading expert on what's going on in new music," Mr. Kalish said. 
(The New York Times)

When expert and its preposition is followed by a verb in the ing form, the preferred preposition was at, as in (10).

(10) I'm an expert at avoiding pests, Nesti, an expert. (spoken British English)



This was also the case when the word expert is used as an adjective rather than as a noun, as in (11) – cf. good 
at, bad at etc – even though there were some exceptions.

(11) Project Open Hand's small staff is expert at stretching every cent just as far as it will go. (American 
brochure)

In the last two examples, the topic in/on/at which somebody is an expert is of a less professional, more trivial 
nature, and the expression seems to have a somewhat figurative meaning. This is typical of the instances where 
the preposition is followed by a verb in the ing form. Finding this aspect interesting and worth a study of its own, 
we made an analysis of a selection of the corpus material (the books and brochures). It seems that this more 
figuratively used expert mainly combines with at, not only in nonfinite clauses introduced by a verb in the ing 
form, but also in combination with noun phrases, as in (12) and (13).

(12) His girlfriend was herself married, so was presumably expert at betrayal herself. (The Independent)

(13) Since young children are novices at almost everything, while older children are more expert at many things, 
perhaps the apparent age difference in the use of cognitive strategies, such as memory strategies, is just the 
effect of more specific knowledge (...) (American book)

However, sentences where expert and specialist are used with a more figurative meaning also occurred both with 
in, as in (14), and with on, as in (15), so the main reason for the use of at  in (12) and (13) may be that expert 
is an adjective.

(14) Unfortunately his sister was of the contrary opinion; she had grown accustomed, and not without reason, to 
consider herself an expert in Gregor's affairs as against her parents, (...) (American book)

(15) You're a hell of an expert on someone you hardly know. (British book)

Finally, remember that quite often no prepositional phrase is necessary at all when you talk about experts and 
specialists. When the topic does not consist of too many words, it is commonplace to use it as a premodifying 
noun. This usage is particularly common when the speaker or writer wishes to introduce the name of the expert, 
as in (16), where a construction with a preposition would have felt  more awkward.

(16)  White water expert Mark Herriott took the first boat down and the other two followed. Screaming with 
excitement the paddlers fought against the tossing, tugging waves that towered around them. (British book)

To conclude, we can say that as for expert we can use either in or on in most cases, only the former when the 
following noun phrase includes a word such as area or field and preferrably the latter when the preposition is 
followed by a subordinating subjunction. At is mainly used when what follows is a verb in the ing form and when 
expert is an adjective, especially when the expression is used with figurative meaning. With specialist it is a good 
idea to stick to in. 

ME

4. What is the most frequent way of expressing dates in English?

The way of expressing dates  is one of the cases where we find clear regional differences in English. Putting the 
name of the month before the numeral, as in (1), is typically considered "the American way", whereas in British 
English, the numeral  generally precedes the name of the month, as in (2).

(1) He was on his way to Bosnia to do research for a book when the police detained him in Zagreb on September 
12. (The New York Times)

(2) On 29 January 1928, his heart surrendered. (British book)

The prescribed ways of writing dates according to standard grammars are either 10 May or May 10, i.e. with the 
numeral used in the cardinal rather than the ordinal form (whereas in speech the ordinal form is generally 
pronounced). In the Longman dictionary (1995), however, we find the following example under "date":

(3) The date on the letter was the 30th August 1962.

Our subscriber made a quick search on the Internet, and found 300,000 instances of May 10, 74,600 instances of 



May 10th, 220,000 instances of 10 May and 46,500 instances of 10th May. In relative terms, comparing one 
group at a time, in the American-form group, May 10 accounted for 80% and May 10th for 20%, whereas in the 
British-form group, 10 May accounted for 82%, and 10th May for 18%. As we see, there was virtually no 
difference between the two groups as regards how frequent the ordinal form was on the Net. Now, do these 
frequencies correspond to our corpus material?

We searched for dates in one British and one American newspaper corpus, and also in two other corpora (one 
British and one American) including books and brochures. However, in order to avoid having to delete examples 
where May does not refer to the month but rather functions as a modal auxiliary, we chose two other months, 
January and September (two to avoid random results). Since our corpora of course are many times smaller than 
the world wide web, we looked at whole months in order not to end up with just a handful of tokens.

The corpora confirm the information in dictionaries and grammars that Americans prefer putting the month 
before the numeral, whereas in British English the numeral generally precedes the month, even though we also 
find examples of the opposite, i.e. figure first in American English, as in (4), and month first in British English, as 
in (5).

(4) Waller again scanned operations order 91-001, dated 17 January 1991. (American book)

(5) On January 16, John Banham, Director General of the CBI will start the day. (British brochure)

As for the variant where the numeral is an ordinal, these were very rare in the material. In the majority of the 
cases, the cardinal form accounted for between 98 and 100 per cent. One exception was the corpus including 
British books, where we found 14 instances of January X and 10 instances of January Xth, but in the same 
corpus, the relation between X January and Xth January was 726 vs. 0. Interestingly, the ordinal form occurred 
somewhat more frequently in the American construction, as in (6), than in the British construction, as in (7), 
even though the The New York Times Manual of Style and Usage (1999) mentions the use of an ordinal in 
connection to the British form only: "In the rare case of a day that precedes the month (usually in a quotation), 
use this form: the 6th of January" (p.100).

(6) "We are very concerned about whether this plan can be implemented by January 1st without utter chaos," 
said Barbara Conley, director of child welfare for Catholic Charities of Brooklyn. (The New York Times)

(7) On 30th January, John Sales, Gardens Advisor at the National Trust, talks about the influential garden made 
by Lawrence Johnston at Hidcote in Gloucestershire.  (The Independent)

In the first of these examples, it is possible that the use of the ordinal form originates from the fact that the text 
is written-down dialogue, since the ordinal form is generally used in speech.

One possible reason for the more frequent use of such forms as January 5th on the Internet than in our corpora 
is that edited material, such as newspaper articles and books  tend to adher to style guides of the publishing 
houses, where, one may assume, the form with dates including the cardinal form is prescribed. Large parts of the 
material found on the Internet, however, has not gone through the formal process of editing, and we must also 
take into account the fact that many of its writers are non-native speakers of English, as opposed to the 
overwhelming majority of native-speaker writers in our corpus texts. 

This study only looked at numerals written with figures, not at dates with the letters of the numerals spelled out. 
In those cases, the most natural choice is to use an ordinal number, as in (8).

(8) "I have been on the road twenty-three and a half hours a day since the first of May," he said. (British book)

Another grammatical feature that varies in the written British expression of dates (numeral first) is whether the 
definite article is written out or not (in American English the definite article never seems to be used in writing). 
The example from the Longman dictionary (which is of the British type) includes the article. In Svartvik & Sager's 
university grammar, the example provided is in the American form (numeral last) and thus lacks the definite 
article (on March 6). The authors claim that British speakers tend to add an article when they pronounce this 
construction ("on March the sixth" or "on the sixth of March"), whereas Americans do not ("on March sixth" or, 
sometimes ,"on March six"). Out of the more than one thousand examples of the British form in our corpus 
material only four tokens contained the definite article. Here are two of them:

(9) Her husband, who was charged with 12 murders, was found dead in his prison cell on the 1st January this 
year. (The Independent)



(10) A great opportunity to score points by having opinions about two of the hot contenders for this year's Booker 
prize ahead of the announcement of the shortlist on the 28 September. (The Independent)

Dates can of course also be written entirely in figures, and here the American way (e.g. 07/05/96 for the fifth of 
July 1996) is a bit confusing to British and Swedish speakers alike. We should remember that the "Swedish" way 
of writing dates (e.g. 2003-05-31) is not used in the English language.

When we get a particular relation to a date, such as 9 September 2001, a phrase may freeze. If we search the 
Net for this date, we get almost five million hits for "9-11", as in (11), and twelve thousand examples of "nine-
eleven", as in (12), whereas it is much more difficult to find examples of the different order of figures.

(11) In accordance with its mission to contribute to the interdisciplinary study of contemporary issues, The Clarke 
Center is pleased to sponsor the "Teaching 9-11" web site. (http://www.teaching9-11.org/about.htm)

(12) There are comparably fewer people at ISPCON Fall 2001 in Las Vegas this year than last. Most say the slim 
turnout is another effect of recent events we've all come to know simply as "nine-eleven." (http://www.isp-planet.
com/business/2001/ispcon_briefs.html)

Summing up, it seems that no matter what we find on the Internet, the prescribed ways of expressing dates in 
written English (i.e. with the cardinal rather than the ordinal form of the numeral and without the definite article) 
still prevail in native speakers' texts, and thus it is a good idea for non-natives to stick to these, either in the 
British or the American form.
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5. How frequent is the construction to get a hold of compared to the traditional one without the 
indefinite article? I have a feeling that the construction wich the indefinite article is more common in 
American English.

The expression to get hold of can have several different meanings (or nuances of meaning). The Collins Cobuild 
dictionary is the one which accounts for the largest number of semantic/pragmatic functions of get hold of. We 
will try to illustrate all these functions by means of examples from our corpora, but it was sometimes difficult to 
decide whether an example illustrates one function or the other. These are the definitions provided by the Collins 
Cobuild dictionary (sometimes slightly modified or shortened), the first three constructions also occurring with 
other verbs, such as grab, seize and take:

* to put your hand tightly round something and not let it go:  

(1) She's you know she's by now she's got hold of the remote control and I've got up like and say turn it back 
over will you I'm watching this. (spoken British English)

* to gain control or possession of something, especially by force:

(2) 'If Nathan gets hold of his ability and takes it in the right direction he could be something a lot of people 
would enthuse about. (The Independent)

*to finally gain complete control or influence over something:

(3) (...) but I certainly made my wife's er life a misery because she didn't know erm what was happening you see 
and once it gets hold of you it's not something erm you can give up easy it takes over you see. (spoken British 
English)

* to obtain something, especially by borrowing it or by finding it somewhere and keeping it:

(4) Plant out leeks as soon as you can get hold of young plants. (The Independent)

* to find information about something, especially when the people involved do not want others to know about it:

(5) Are you a spy? Frankly, we doubt it; we thought so at first, but you haven't been close enough to us to get 
hold of any information. (American book)

* to learn about a fact and understand it well:



(6) It is hard to get hold of what the authors are trying to say in the report because there is little concrete and 
direct speech. (The Independent)

* to have an idea, belief or impression, especially something which is wrong, or which other people disapprove of:

(7) There you are, you see! That's what I heard. What nonsense! What dangerous nonsense! And I hear you also 
have got hold of the idea that it has to be one of us? (spoken British English)

* to find out where someone is in order to contact this person:

(8) The Spaniard has been as easy to get hold of as a smoke ring this week, and seldom can a champion have 
progressed with such little fanfare. (The Independent)

The majority of tokens in the corpora seem to be of the types illustrated in (4) and (8). It was particularly difficult 
to distinguish between types (2) and 3) and it was difficult to find examples of types (6) and (7). Observe that 
even though concrete objects (such as car, picture, books, boats) predominate in the type illustrated by (4) – i.e. 
to obtain something – the object can also be of a more abstract nature, as in (9).

(9) Jonathon now knows where he can get hold of the help he needs. (British brochure)

Now, let's move to the corpus frequencies of the two construction types. If we look at the table below, we can 
note that the traditional get hold of construction predominates in all corpora except the one with spoken 
American English, and that it was more frequent in the British corpora than in the American ones.

get hold of get a hold of

N Per 10 M words N Per 10 M words

British books and brochures 77 91 2 2

American books and brochures 30 43 4 6

The Independent 142 33 1 0

The New York Times 26 5 9 2

spoken British English 144 160 6 7

spoken American English 7 14 75 150

There were not very many instances of get a hold of (except in the spoken American corpus), and there were 
slightly more in the corpora of written American English than in those with written British English. Both 
constructions (with and without a) were more frequent in speech than in writing, and as regards spoken AmE, get 
a hold of is totally predominant, so it seems that this construction is mainly an informal American one – our 
subscriber was correct in her assumptions. Furthermore, the tokens of get a hold of found in the written sources 
mainly occured in dialogue.

Let us also take a look at the tokens of get a hold of to find out in what semantic-pragmatic functions they occur 
in the corpus material. The great majority (especially in the spoken American corpus) are of the "get in touch 
with a person" meaning (example (8) above), as in (10) and (11).

(10) I'm not that easy to get a hold of actually. (spoken American English)

(11) "I tried to get a hold of my wife," Mr. Muller, 36, said. (The New York Times)

There were also a number of instances of the "obtain something" meaning (example 4 above), mainly in 



combination with concrete objects, as in (12), but also with abstract ones, as in (13).

(12) Oh, I think it was just for the weekend but I, you know, I better get a hold of that newspaper. (spoken 
American English)

(13) "Bilingual therapy is a difficult commodity to get a hold of," he said. (The New York Times)

The material also included one or a few instances each of most of the other meaning types illustrated above. The 
"grab by one's hands"  (example 1 above) meaning is at play in (14):

(14) And he'd this big white white beard and this and a walking stick and he's got a hold of the walking stick and 
he's lying next to him (...) (spoken British English)

As mentioned above, the two types of the "gain control" meaning were not easy to distinguish from each other, 
but it is possible that the first type (example 2 above) could be used for the interpretation of (15), whereas the 
(somewhat more drastic and finite) second type (example 3 above) can be illustrated by (16).

(15) One of these days when I get a hold of the business, I'm going to buy myself a decent house. (spoken 
British English)

(16) It drives many people into full-scale bingeing and to drastic measures of weight control, so try to stem your 
anxiety before it gets a hold of you. (British book)

The "finding secret information" meaning (example 5 above) is illustrated by (17).

(17) On the other hand, if a newspaper were to get a hold of our little item, Mr. Zackery Botrelle could find 
himself boiling in some awfully hot water. (American book)

No clear examples of the "learn and understand something" meaning (example 6 above) and the "have a strange 
idea" meaning (example 7 above) were identifed  (they were infrequent with the get hold of construction too). It 
is possible, however, that (18) is an example of the first of these, but it could also be a case of the "obtain 
somehing" type (example 4 above).

(18) Now think about the Word living by the Holy Spirit bringing this Word that is just another book until Jesus 
gets a hold of it by the Holy Spirit and begins to speak to us. (spoken British English)

Finally, we found an example of get a hold of in the imperative form, where the meaning seems to be something 
like 'pull oneself together', thus related to the "gain control" meaning above:

(19) Get a hold of yourself! (spoken American English)

The bottom line of all this must be that both get hold of and get a hold of belong to fairly informal language, and 
that non-natives should avoid using the form with the indefinite article (get a hold of), which only seems to be 
accepted in very informal American English, where it was mainly used in the meaning of "getting in touch with 
people".

ME

6.  I seem to notice a trend towards more personalization (i.e. an increase in the use of I or we) in 
scientific papers: first person pronouns seem to be more common these days. Has there been a 
significant increase in first person pronouns in academic writing during the last few decades?

This seems like a reasonable working hypothesis. We have seen on a number of occasions in GTN that less formal 
features are spreading into more formal genres. This is an interesting question for teachers of English, since 
Swedish learners tend to overuse the first person singular pronoun I heavily in their English essays. We, however, 
is not frowned upon by prescriptivists. Below are two typical examples of how first person pronouns can be used 
in scholarly writing:

(1) In the following sections, I shall show that the Scottish Vowel Length Rule (SVLR) provides further evidence 
for these proposals, (…) (written scientific BrE 1991)

(2) On the other side, mobility may place constraints on the structure and decisions of local government, as we 



will see later. (written scientific BrE 1991)

To test the hypothesis concerning first person pronouns we looked at the scientific texts in the LOB/FLOB and 
Brown/Frown corpora for the pronouns I/me/myself and we/us/ourselves. These corpora consist of matched 
samples of written BrE and AmE from 1961 and 1991/1992 and are therefore excellent for the study of language 
change. The sub-corpora of scientific texts contain 80 samples of roughly 2000 words each, in all c. 160,000 
words per sub-corpus. It must be pointed out that these are very small sub-corpora to carry out investigations 
on, and also that some of the pronouns were found in quotations.

Table 1 shows the distribution of first person pronouns in scientific writing including occurrences per 1000 words.

Table 1. First person pronouns in AmE and BrE scientific writing 

Variety Pronoun 1961 1991 Change (%)

N N/1000 N N/1000

AmE I
208 1.3 170 1.1 -18

AmE we
614 3.8 626 3.9 +2

BrE I
214 1.3 222 1.4 +4

BrE we 
497 3.1 508 3.2 +2

The results indicate that there is no increase at all in the use of first person pronouns in scientific writing. The 
situation seems to be remarkably stable with the exception of I in written scientific AmE, which in fact appears to 
be decreasing. We should, however, stress once again that the data is very limited.

As we do not find any evidence of change in this area we can point out that according to Christian Mair, scientific 
writing is a "slow" genre which slowly adopts changes, whereas other genres, such as newspaper writing, are 
faster. We therefore made a small comparison with another feature which is often frowned upon by prescriptivists 
- the sentence-initial co-ordinators and and but. These are exemplified in (3) and (4) below:

(3) The full figure of these lines together with the vertices of H, the Brianchon points, the vertices of the triangles 
and the edges makes a Clebsch hexagon a self-dual configuration (Theorem 9). And there is more to be told. 
(written scientific BrE 1991)

(4) Reproduction poses the most serious threat to the maintenance of class power. But if reproductive processes 
are excluded from a definition of class, then class itself is doubly deficient as an analogy for understanding the 
inequalities of generation and gender, and their impact on modern society. (written scientific BrE 1991)

These texts are very formal and technical but sentences are nevertheless introduced by co-ordinators. Examples 
like these are probably not too popular with prescriptive teachers.

Biber et al. in their Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English (1999:83-4) found that initial co-ordinators 
were the least frequent in academic prose and clearly more common in fiction and newspapers. They add that "[t]
he frequency with which coordinators occur in sentence/turn-initial position, and even at paragraph boundaries, 
suggests that the traditional analysis of coordination may not always be the best one, i.e. where the coordinator 
connects equal elements and is related in the same way to each of these elements. Rather, in these cases, the 
coordinator is more closely connected with the element which it introduces, and there is good reason to regard it 
as an initiator of the following phrase or clause on a par with prepositions and subordinators (…)".

The results from the present study are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Sentences beginning with and and but in scientific texts and newspapers



1961 1991 Change (%)

N N/1000 N N/1000 N

AmE, sci But
97 0.61 91 0.57 -6

BrE, sci But
114 0.71 93 0.58 -18

AmE, news But
296 1.68 390 2.22 +32

BrE, news But
290 1.65 425 2.41 +47

AmE, sci And
39 0.24 25 0.16 -36

BrE, sci And
41 0.26 31 0.19 -24

AmE, news And
126 0.72 196 1.11 +56

BrE, news And
154 0.88 166 0.94 +8

The table indicates that if there is an on-going change with and and but in scientific writing, then it would actually 
be towards fewer instances in sentence-initial position, while there is a consistent increase in newspapers. The 
larger proportions in newspapers are probably connected with the many instances of quotations in that genre. It 
can also be observed that although and as a whole is much more frequent than but, sentences beginning with 
and are much rarer.

What conclusions can we draw from these results? Scientific writing being a slow genre does not appear to be 
changing towards more informal and involved language while newspaper language, which has been classified as a 
"fast" genre is becoming less formal. And becoming aware of the differences between genres is one of the more 
difficult areas for advanced learners of a foreign language.

ML

7.  One of my students feels uncomfortable when she needs to talk about male chickens in English. In 
AmE we say rooster, but in BrE, well, you know what they say over there! Is rooster ever used in BrE?

Rooster is indeed rare in BrE. We found only 27 tokens in 100 million words in the BNC and most of those came 
from names. (1) below was one of the few instances of a truly British rooster:

(1) Tyson is in the kitchen, cradling an apparently tame, softly clucking rooster to her chest. (written BrE)

The opposite appears to be the case in AmE, where rooster is the normal word, but occasional cocks can be 
found. The context in (2) serves to disambiguate the meaning.

(2) Old Mcdonald's Farm, just behind one of the hotel wings, features several dozen exotic birds and small farm 
animals and is very popular with children. Its cock will ensure that you are awake early. (written AmE)

As you perhaps know, cock has a number of different meanings. Apart from the body part sense, it sometimes 
means 'something that controls the flow of liquid out of a pipe or container', and there are several verb uses, 
such as to cock something up ('to spoil something such as an arrangement or plans, especially by making a 
stupid mistake'). There is also the frequent phrase a cock-and-bull story ('a story that is silly and unlikely but is 
told as if it were true'). All these various senses made it very hard to carry out more detailed surveys. In 
addition, our AmE material proved to be a bit too limited as well. (Supplementary searches on the Internet 
certainly provided some interesting homepages but most were irrelevant for the present purposes.) Alternatives 
such as male chicken and cockerel ('young male chicken') are rare, and male hen appears to be virtually non-
existent.



The general conclusion is that rooster is preferred in AmE and that cock is clearly the preferred alternative in BrE, 
but that there is some variation. It does seem, however, that Americans always use the term cockfighting (and 
that both American roosters and British cocks go "cock-a-doodle-doo"). Below is an example of cockfighting from 
AmE.

(3) Cockfighting remains legal in Ariz. after Legislature rejects bill. (written AmE)

It might be supposed that rooster will spread more into BrE, both because of the general cultural influence of 
AmE and because cock is a polysemous word. A possible historical parallel would be the word quean ('prostitute') 
which around 1600 was pronounced in the same way as queen. This provided opportunities for puns that 
Shakespeare used (Geoffrey Hughes, Swearing 1991:220). Quean later became obsolete, possibly because it had 
become homophonous with queen. Our results, however, do not indicate that there is a trend towards the 
disappearance of cock in BrE.

We conclude this discussion with one of those silly jokes circulating on the Internet. It is set in America and 
therefore deals with roosters, but the joke would probably deserve the epithet "a cock-and-bull story"!

(4) Cheney gets a call from his "boss" W.

"I've got a problem", says W.

"What's the matter", asks Cheney.

"Well you told me to keep busy in the Oval Office, so I found a jigsaw puzzle but it's too hard. None of the pieces 
fit, and I can't find any edges."

"What's it a picture of?" asks Cheney.

"A big rooster!" replies W.

"All right", sighs Cheney. "I'll come over and have a look."

So he heads over to the Oval Office. W points at the jigsaw on his desk.

Cheney looks at the desk and turns to W and says "For crying out loud Georgie- put the corn flakes back in the 
box!"

ML

8. Do you talk about drugs or doping in sports?

This question is particularly interesting for Swedes because we use one of the terms in sports but not the other. 
(According to the Swedish grammar police (e.g. www.spraknamnden.se) the correct Swedish form is dopning. 
They also recommend mobbning.) The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) explains the meaning of doping as "[t]o 
administer dope to (a person, a horse); to stupefy with a drug; to drug", so drug(s) and doping seem to be very 
similar in meaning.

In English the two terms seem to be used interchangeably, as can be seen in (1), an example where both 
alternatives occur, while only one occurs in (2) and (3).

(1) 'Our anti-doping campaign, I'm afraid, has been a failure to this point,' said Dr. Ralph Hale, vice president of 
the U.S.O.C. 'Many countries have lost confidence in our anti-doping effort. I'm not sure we're doing the right 
job.' The medical experts made their remarks today as part of a 'town hall' meeting on drug testing at a meeting 
of the U.S.O.C.'s board of directors. (NYT 95)

(2) The four have undergone doping tests and the results are expected within a few days. (written BrE)

(3) The majority of Scottish governing bodies of sport have now introduced drug testing programmes to combat 
the misuse of drugs in sport. (written BrE)

It is worth noting that blood doping is called "blood doping" and nothing else, as in (4):



(4) Blood Doping. This is a process whereby an athlete injects whole blood into their blood stream to increase the 
delivery of oxygen to the muscles, which can increase the RBC levels in an athlete by as much as 20%. (http://
sis.bris.ac.uk/~rm0697/ DOPING.HTML#doping)

Our corpora proved rather inadequate in the search for illegal substances, but the results we got indicated that 
drug(s) are more common in sport(s) (see GTN 02:1 for the differences between sport and sports) than doping. A 
search on the Internet confirmed this. We searched for homepages containing drug(s) and sport(s) on the one 
hand, and doping and sport(s) on the other. In the domain .edu (which is mainly AmE), there were roughly 95 
times more homepages about drug(s) and sport(s) than about doping and sport(s), while in .uk (mainly BrE) 
there were only 17 times as many and 13 times as many in .au (AusE). Of course we have to be extremely 
careful when using the Internet as a source, but since the results were supported by our ordinary corpora we 
seem to have come up with two main findings: drugs is far more frequent than doping in sports in English, and 
doping is particularly rare in AmE.

To conclude, we cannot recommend our readers to use neither doping nor drugs as such, but the word drug(s) 
can be recommended in sports because it is used in the overwhelming majority of the instances found.

ML

3. Book review 

Svartvik, Jan & Rikard Svartvik. 2001. Handbok i engelska. Norstedts ordbok.

A well-known bookshop in Cambridge has among its shelves for 'grammar', 'language history', 'sociolinguistics' 
etc., a separate shelf labelled 'Crystal'. It's high time for Swedish university bookstores to put up a 'Svartvik' 
shelf. Handbok i engelska (Norstedt 2001) is a 542-page or three-and-a-half-centimeter acquisition for the shelf, 
to be provided with the additional label '& Svartvik'. For this volume is jointly written by Jan and Rikard Svartvik. 
An appropriate English title would be The Svartvik Companion to the English Language, below referred to as The 
Companion.

Neither high- nor low-frequent words, but words of medium frequency form the bulk of The Companion: syno- 
and antonyms, homophones and -graphs, false friends, euphemisms, names, etc., all arranged alphabetically. 
Unlike most similar publications, it not only includes UK and US variants, but also Australian and New Zealand 
ones. Its aim goes beyond the strictly linguistic to also comprise 'language culture'. After reading the book I can 
put on my old teacher's hat and tell my GramTime readers that it is in a preface that this information is to be 
found, and not in a foreword, because then it would have been written by someone other than the authors.

Along the road we also learn how to explain lagom, sambo or älg to non-Swedes. We are told not to say 
*already as a child for redan som barn and that we can often omit the clumsiness of among other things by not 
translating bl.a. at all. In their most prescriptive or proscriptive moments the authors mark such words with a 
bomb symbol (whereas here we will have to make do with the good old asterisk: *). They warn against literally 
rendering our insular pronunciation tjugohundra for the year 2000 and against believing that foreigners 
understand our way of numbering weeks or of writing dates backwards. They miss, however, informing those who 
always confuse the twentieth and the eighteenth centuries, that the nineteen-hundreds could be an alternative.

Some domains are covered more exhaustively than in traditional dictionaries: sports terms in general, and sailing 
terms in particular (reflecting the passion of one of the authors), names of books in the Bible or the Swedish 
government's homepage translations of its ministers, for instance (*e.g.). You can learn what a bankomat is 
called, but not a nummerpresentatör. Novice chatters may pick up ICQ, CUL8R and other necessary 
netcronyms, thriller lovers find out the equivalent rank of a Chief Inspector and readers of comics the identity of 
Gyro Gearloose.

Apart from vocabulary, there are items on discourse structure and pragmatics. Entries like medgivande and 
mothugg advise on how to conduct an argument or to express surprise. Some readers may be taken by surprise 
when learning that Bon voyage!, Ciao and even Sayonara are supposed to be quite common in modern English. 
Language purists beware!

Did you know, by the way, where New York's SoHo got its name from, or what Macintoshes and apples have in 
common? A great deal of fun (*funny) information like this is generously spread en passant. Don't miss the jokes 
under multiplikation and musik!

The Companion is such an enjoyment to read that bringing up faults or inconsistencies makes me feel like a 

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/news02_1.htm


nitpicking pettifogger. Actual errors are rare: the capital of Brazil is Brasilia, a native from the Bahamas a 
Bahamian, and there is today only one Yemen (in Swedish usually written Jemen). The selection of nation names 
seems somewhat haphazard: we learn about the Slovaks of Slovakia, but not about the Slovenes of Slovenia. The 
old Lapps have become the politically correct Saami, but the Web seems to prefer one-a Sami.

Wordlists must have their limits, but in banning persons, a few words on individuals might have been in place, 
and talking of plats, I lack position as a synonym, for instance in discussing word order. And what has happened 
to rates, the favourite British skatt?

This reviewer once got the advice from Jan Svartvik to open the doors to the academia of linguists by also 
publishing in Swedish. May I give some advice in return to Messrs Svartvik? Write another Companion for Swedes 
who produce academic writing in English. That could add a few centimeters to the shelf!

PS. Please note that GramTime was among the first to review Engelskan - öspråk, världsspråk, trendspråk. Not 
long afterwards Jan Svartvik was awarded the August Prize for that very book. See effective and advertising in 
The Companion!

SK

4. Computer-mediated communication (CMC) 

Computer-mediated communication (CMC) is an umbrella term encompassing all forms of human-to-human 
professional or recreational interaction mediated by computers. Researchers in the field generally agree that CMC 
is the third and most recent communication medium, after speech and writing. Some see it as a blessing, others 
see it as a curse, yet others, as both. However that may be, CMC has come to be an indispensable part of our 
lives and it is definitely here to stay.

There are two basic types of CMC:

§ Asynchronous or delayed CMC, where senders and receivers exchange messages during different time intervals. 
The most widespread among these are e-mail, e-mail based discussion lists, Usenet newsgroups, Bulletin Board 
Systems (BBS), various computer-conferencing systems and personal, commercial or organisational web pages.

§ Synchronous or 'real-time' CMC, where senders and receivers are simultaneously logged onto a network and 
exchange messages during the same time interval. The most popular among these are Instant Messaging (IM), 
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and ICQ (I Seek You). Other, more sophisticated types of synchronous CMC are 
multimodal (i.e. textual, graphical and auditory), interactive role-playing fantasy games such as MUDs (Multi-
User Domains or Dungeons) and MOOs (Multi-User Object Oriented Dungeons).

Text-based CMC is basically a bodiless, faceless and voiceless type of interaction, similar to a conversation in a 
dark room. Language use in CMC environments consists of a blend of spoken and written features, often 
described as a hybrid, a kind of written conversation.

Written features

Asynchronous CMC modes tend to resemble some written genres such as letter writing in their use of more or 
less formal epistolary conventions: opening salutations, complimentary closings, signatures and postscripts. Since 
in asynchronous CMC, like in letter writing, messages can be edited and revised prior to posting them, language 
is sometimes characterised by integration (i.e. the packaging of large amounts of information in relatively few 
words), elaboration, (i.e. the use of relative, adverbial, and subordinate clauses), and sender detachment (the 
use of nominalisations and agentless passives), etc. Synchronous CMC modes on the other hand, are more 
similar to note-taking, in that they tend to be elliptical, i.e. pronouns, articles and finite forms of be are often 
omitted while abbreviations and acronyms are used to achieve brevity.

Oral features

Yet, in its high interactivity, spontaneity and transience, synchronous CMC reminds more than anything of spoken 
discourse. Like speech, it is overwhelmingly informal and direct in style, exhibiting a high degree of interpersonal 
involvement, evident in the frequent use of 1st and 2nd person pronouns and in the occurrence of emotional 
reactions such as the use of capital letters (also known as online SHOUTING), emoticons or smileys, multiple 
punctuation marks (e.g. WOW!!!) and sound symbolism (e.g. Heeeeeyyy!).



Likewise, questions are frequently used in both synchronous and asynchronous CMC to initiate new topics. Lexico-
grammatical repetition such as summarising and quoting are routinely used to link to previous postings, to create 
coherent discourse and sustain the discussion.

Like face-to-face conversation, synchronous CMC is often fragmentary, i.e. incomplete sentences, parentheses, 
dashes and hesitations (marked by dots or white spaces) abound, along with emphatic particles (just, real etc.), 
discourse particles (now, well, anyway etc.) and contracted verb forms, (we'd, you'll, don't often spelled without 
the apostrophe).

CMC peculiarities

However, unlike in face-to-face conversation, in text-based CMC non-verbal cues such as intonation, pitch, body 
language, mimicry, gaze or gestures are missing. The absence of these cues can sometimes cause serious 
misunderstandings that may lead to interpersonal conflicts or flames in group communication or even to 
communication break-down; these are sometimes partially compensated by the use of emoticons, i.e. special 
keyboard symbols such as ;-) or :-( which partially render feelings, moods, attitudes or humour.

Again, unlike in speech, in asynchronous CMC overlapping contributions, interruptions or simultaneous back-
channelling such as aha, uhm, hm so frequent in speech, are not possible; neither are there adjacency pairs, like 
How are you/Fine thank you. Since participants cannot interrupt each other, there is no need to negotiate the 
conversational floor (i.e. whose turn it is).

Some other well-known CMC phenomena, besides the earlier mentioned emoticons are:

●     acronyms such as BTW ('by the way'), BBS ('be back soon'), LOL ('laughing out loud'), IMHO ('in my 
humble opinion'), CUL8R ('see you later') POS ('parent over shoulder') etc.

●     spamming, i.e. the mass posting of unsolicited e-mails and advertisements, such as get-rich-quick schemes 
and pyramid games

●     flaming, i.e. the posting of hostile or abusive messages in group discussions

●     trolling, i.e. the posting of inflammatory messages designed to start a flame war and

●     mudding, i.e. playing MUDs on-line

CMC conventions and rules of online conduct are emerging with daily usage. There are in fact already established 
rules for polite online behaviour, commonly known as Netiquette rules, which ban antisocial online behaviour such 
as flaming, trolling, spamming and online SHOUTING

Ibolya Maricic

If you are interested in reading more about netiquette, you can visit the following website:

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/

ME

5. Web tips 

Playing with words - websites on puns in the English language!

The Longman dictionary (1995) defines a pun as "an amusing use of a word or phrase that has two meanings, or 
words with the same sound but different meanings, for example Seven days without water make one weak (=1 
week)." Word play is a very typical ingredient of the English language, especially that of the news media, to the 
extent that one may sometimes wonder what is the most important goal of the creators of newspaper headlines – 
informing or punning. Using puns in the classroom can be inspiring for both teachers and students. Looking at 
ready-made puns at one of the websites recommended below, the students can learn new vocabulary and give 
their brain cells an exercise trying to figure out the jokes – which is not always a piece of cake for a non-native 
speaker.

http://www.albion.com/netiquette/


http://www.punoftheday.com/

http://www.punsgalore.com/

http://www.bigpuns.com/wordplay/index.php?PID=2

Can you identify the word play in the following examples (taken from the sites listed above)?

He drove his expensive car into a tree and found out how the Mercedes bends.

Time flies like an arrow. Fruit flies like a banana. 

When a clock is hungry it goes back four seconds. 

There was once a cross-eyed teacher who couldn't control his pupils.

It's true I don't like soap, but you don't have to rub it in my face! 

Puns in the classroom can also give the students an idea of the linguistic concept of homonymiyand lead to a 
discussion about how important a shared cultural background and common frames of reference often are for the 
understanding of jokes and puns in a language. And why not have the students try to work out their own puns in 
English?

Common errors in English

Being spoken and written by so many people in the world, English is a language full of variation, and it is not 
always easy to define what is an error and what is just a matter of variation. Still, as non-native speakers, we 
often want to stick, at least in our formal writing, to some kind of standard English. The website below is one that 
brings up errors (according to standard varieties, especially the American one, of English) often made by 
speakers of the language.

http://www.wsu.edu/~brians/errors/

Even though the site is mainly aimed at errors that native speakers tend to make, it can surely be of use also to 
non-natives. Besides presenting a  number of

common spelling mistakes, the site brings up such things as:

●     the difference between beside and besides

●     the difference between envious and jealous

●     the difference between late and former

●     the use of Indian vs. Native American

●     the use of Jew vs. Jewish

●     the use of Christmas vs. Xmas

●     the pronunciation of often

ME

6. Competitions 

Competition 1: Creative translations

http://www.punoftheday.com/
http://www.punsgalore.com/
http://www.bigpuns.com/wordplay/index.php?PID=2
http://www.wsu.edu/~brians/errors/


A 'lexical gap' occurs when a language expresses a concept using one word, while another language needs 
several words to express the same concept. Examples of words in Swedish that aren't normally rendered in 
English with only one word are lagom ('just right'(?), 'adequate'(?)) and dygn (whose closest equivalent probably 
would be '24 hours'). As a language community encounters new concepts new words have to be made up. For 
instance, when English needed a title for a woman, which, in contrast to Mrs and Miss, didn't specify whether or 
not she was married, the term Ms was introduced. A more up-to-date example would be the question of what to 
call the decade that we're in now – after the 80s came the 90s, and now we're in the…? Suggestions have 
included the double o's, the aughts, and even the wonderful the naughties. Usage is still divided on the issue, it 
seems.

This competition will deal with words and idioms in Swedish which we want you to come up with English 
translations for. There may already be good alternatives in use for some of these in the various dialects and 
varieties of English - in which case, tell us about them! - or, you may come up with new imaginative suggestions 
to fill in the lexical gaps of World English. (Most of the words were taken from Fredrik Lindström's entertaining 
book Jordens smartaste ord).

Translate as many as you like of the following words: resfeber, slickepott, hurtbulle, frukstund, långbänk, 
mobilblottare, maxtaxa, tårtning, hjärnsläpp, ligga på sofflocket, kafferep, nygammal, ordbajs, prylbög, 
stolpskott (fig.), kravallturist, nakenchock, pensionsångest, sexpräst. 

The person coming up with the best suggestions will be awarded our star prize Handbok i engelska by Jan 
Svartvik and Rikard Svartvik and presented in our next issue. Please send your answers via e-mail to 
gramtime@hum.vxu.se.

Competition 2: Digging into back issues

For those of you who are less creative but fond of playing detectives we also offer a second competition. Here we 
want you to dig into back issues of GramTime News, and find answers to the following questions which we have 
discussed.

1. Is hi or hello the more common greeting phrase in present-day spoken British English?

2. What is the figurative meaning of at the end of the day?

3. Is it OK to say who of?

4. Which preposition is preferred in combination with lecture, on or about?

5. Who is the author of Language and the Internet, reviewed in GramTime News?

6. Can you translate Swedish ha det bra into have it good?

7. Swedish students tend to leave out the definite article before abbreviations such as EU and USA, whereas 
(according to our corpora) natives only seem to do this in a few particular circumstances. What circumstances are 
these?

8. Which medium uses the new title Ms about women more, the spoken or the written one?

9. What can you learn about in Tim Johns' homepage?

10. What is the origin of the expression the full monty and what does it mean?

Just as in the previous competition the winner will get a copy of Jan Svartvik's Handbok i engelska and the 
correct answers will be presented in the next issue. Please send your answers via e-mail to gramtime@hum.vxu.
se. Good hunting!

7. GramTime publications 

· Estling, Maria. 1998a. A preposition thrown out (of) the window? On British and American use of out of versus 
out. Växjö: Reports from Växjö University – Humanities, No.5 1998.

mailto:gramtime@hum.vxu.se
mailto:gramtime@hum.vxu.se
mailto:gramtime@hum.vxu.se


· –––. 1998b. Your English is different from/to/than mine! Om rivaliserande prepositioner i brittisk och 
amerikansk engelska. LMS Lingua, 5/98.

· –––. 1999a. Going out (of) the window? A corpus-based study of competing prepositional constructions in 
American and British English. English Today, 59, Vol. 15, No. 3: 22–27.

· –––. 1999b. Fönster mot språkvärlden. Om textdatabaser (korpusar) i forskning, undervisning och 
textproduktion. In Universitet 2000. Föreläsningar hållna under humanistdagarna 15–16 oktober 1999. Växjö: 
Reports from Växjö University – Humanities, No.3 1999.

· –––. 2000. Competition in the wastebasket: A study of constructions with all, both and half. In Corpus 
linguistics and linguistic theory. Christian Mair & Marianne Hundt (eds.). Amsterdam: Rodopi. (103–116)

· Estling Vannestål, Maria. 2000a. Korpusar, prepositioner och regional variation i modern engelska. In Korpusar i 
forskning och undervisning (KORFU 99). Gunilla Byrman, Hans Lindquist & Magnus Levin (eds). Växjö: Reports 
from Växjö University – Humanities. (67–80)

· –––. 2000b. All, the whole, both and half and their Swedish equivalents in English and Swedish descriptive 
grammars. In Att använda SAG: 29 uppsatser om Svenska Akademiens grammatik. Elisabet Engdahl & Kerstin 
Norén (eds.) Göteborgs universitet: Meddelanden från Institutionen för Svenska Språket, nr 33. (111-124)

· –––. 2001. Prepositional variation in British and American English. In Studies in Mid-Atlantic English. Marco 
Modiano (ed.). Gävle: University of Gävle Press.

· –––. 2002. Elever med svårigheter i engelska. In Vem blir godkänd i skolan? Om kärnämnesproblematiken i 
skolan. Christer Jacobson (ed.). Växjö University: Pedagogisk kommunikation, no. 1.

· –––  & Magnus Levin. 2000. "Neither the singular nor the plural is/are wrong". Some aspects of number 
variation in English. Moderna Språk 2/00.

· Levin, Magnus. 1998a. Manchester United are my team: Concord with collective nouns. Moderna Språk, 1/98.

· –––. 1998b. On concord with collective nouns in English. Antoinette Renouf (ed). Explorations in Corpus 
Linguistics. Amsterdam: Rodopi.

· –––. 1998c. On concord with collective nouns in English. Växjö: Reports from Växjö University – Humanities, 
No.7 1998.

· –––. 1998d. Concord with collective nouns in British and American English. In Lindquist et al (eds) 1998.

· –––. 1999. Concord with collective nouns revisited. ICAME Journal 23, 21–33.

· –––. 2001a. Agreement with collective nouns. Lund: Lund Studies in English.

· –––. 2001b. Mid-Atlantic Agreement. In Studies in Mid-Atlantic English. Marco Modiano (ed). Gävle: University 
of Gävle Press.

· Lindquist, Hans. 1998. The comparison of English disyllabic adjectives in -y and -ly in present-day British and 
American English. In Lindquist et al (eds)

· –––. 1999. Electronic corpora as tools for translation. In Word, text and translation. Gunilla Anderman & 
Margaret Rogers (eds). Clevedon: Multilingual Matters.

· –––. 2000. Livelier or more lively? Syntactical and contextual factors influencing the comparison of disyllabic 
adjectives. In Corpora galore. Analyses and techniques in describing English. John Kirk (ed.). Amsterdam: Rodopi.



· ––– & Jan Svartvik. 1997. One and body language. Viviane Müller & Peter Schneider (eds). From Ælfric to the 
New York Times: Studies in English Corpus Linguistics. Amsterdam: Rodopi.

· –––, Staffan Klintborg, Magnus Levin & Maria Estling (eds). 1998. The major varieties of English. Papers from 
MAVEN 97. Växjö: Acta Wexionensia.

· ––– & Magnus Levin. 2000. Apples and oranges: On comparing data from different corpora. In Corpus 
linguistics and linguistic theory. Christian Mair & Marianne Hundt (eds.). Amsterdam: Rodopi.

8. Practical information

Would you like to get in touch with the editors to get more information, ask usage questions, give comments and 
tips etc.? Please send an e-mail to gramtime@hum.vxu.se. We cannot give you personal replies to usage 
questions, but if we find your question of interest to the public and if we can answer it, it will be discussed in the 
newsletter.

If you want to read back issues of GramTime News, please go to

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/

If you want to subscribe to the newsletter, please send an e-mail to gramtime-request@listserv.vxu.se with the 
following message: subscribe.

9. The next issue 

We plan to distribute the next newsletter in September 2003. 
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0. Editorial

Dear readers,

You may have wondered if we have disappeared, but here we are with a double Christmas issue. There has 
hardly been any snow yet in Småland, but we are still hoping for a white Christmas. In the meantime, we are 
practicing the Christmas greetings and the first of the two Christmas songs provided by our own clean-shaven 
Santa, Magnus, in the very last of the usage notes.

Before that, you can get amazed and surprised at or by reading Maria's pieces on prepositions, an area she 
knows inside out, and on the constructions used after "the reason for". On a more lexical level, we learn about 
how disinterested and uninterested are used, if there is a difference in formality between "the last few years" and 
the "last couple of years", and how frequent the s-ended forms anyways, anywheres, nowheres and somewheres 
are.
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Finally, we learn that Thatcher and Bush both use "she" about countries, at least their own, but that this usage is 
quickly becoming old-fashioned and formal, and, furthermore, that although there are evidences for the plural of 
the word evidence, this usage is not recommended.

And of course there is a web tip and the results from the two competitions in our latest issue.

Returning to the Christmas theme, we all wish you a really good one (and I apologize for Magnus' final quotation 
- but as linguists we have to deal with all aspects of language…).

Hans Lindquist, editor-in-chief

1. The GramTime project: Grammatical Trends in Modern English 

Basic facts:

GramTime started on 1 July, 1996. It received funding from The Bank of Sweden Tercentenary Foundation 
(Riksbankens Jubileumsfond) until the end of 1999.

The aim of GramTime is to use existing computer corpora to investigate on-going and recent changes in English, 
particularly in the area of grammar. Comparisons are made between different varieties (British, American, 
Australian and New Zealand English); between genres like fiction, non-fiction and journalistic prose; and between 
spoken and written language.

The project is based at Växjö University and is directed by Hans Lindquist. Two research assistants have 
previously worked half-time in the project: PhD students Maria Estling Vannestål and Magnus Levin.

The following corpora are used:

· The British National Corpus (BNC): 100 million words, written and spoken British English (1980s and 1990s)

· The Bank of English. We use a subset called the CobuildDirect Corpus: 50 million words, written and spoken 
British, American and Australian English (1980s and 1990s)

· The London-Lund corpus: 500 000 words, spoken British English (1960s and 1970s)

· The Brown corpus: 1 million words, written American English (1960s)

· The Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen corpus (LOB): 1 million words, written British English (1960s)

· The Freiburg updated version of LOB (FLOB): 1 million words, written British English (1990s)

· The Freiburg updated version of Brown (Frown): 1 million words, written American English (1990s)

· The Longman Spoken American Corpus (LSAC): 5 million words, spoken American English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Spoken English (WCSE): 1 million words, spoken New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Wellington Corpus of Written English (WCWE): 1 million words, written New Zealand English (1990s)

· The Independent on CD-ROM 1990, 1995 & 2000

· The Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995

· The New York Times on CD-ROM 1990 & 1995



· The Sydney Morning Herald on CD-ROM 1992–1995

2. Usage questions and answers 

1. The adjectives amazed and surprised most often collocate with the preposition at, but I've also 
heard by being used in this function. Are there differences between them?

According to the Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, amazed is always used with at, whereas surprised 
can be used with either at or by. No comments are given concerning possible differences, and the only example 
provided is one with at. We looked at some corpora containing spoken and written British and American English, 
and could first of all note that instances where the preposition at was used, as in (1) and (2), were about twice as 
frequent overall (211 tokens) as those with by (100 tokens), as in (3) and (4).

(1) He slapped his knee amazed at his own forgetfulness. (written BrE)

(2) Somehow, John was surprised at this, and hurt. (written AmE)

(3) I am absolutely amazed by your lack of courage because I had that lack of courage last time. (spoken BrE)

(4) I was surprised by the unenthusiastic response. (written BrE)

Looking at the material in more detail, we found that with most of the corpora, there was in fact an even greater 
predominance for the at form (up to 80%). The only case where by was somewhat more frequent was with 
surprised in written British and American English. Here the by form was used in 39% and 45% of the cases 
respectively.

The most interesting finding, however, was the way amazed and surprised seem to differ in the way they 
combine with other parts of the sentence. Whereas amazed at and surprised at were frequently used both with 
noun phrases, as in (5) and (6), and subordinate clauses, as in (7) and (8), amazed by and surprised by almost 
exclusively preceded a noun phrase, as in (9) and (10).

(5) He stood amazed at Josephine's piercing cry (...) (written AmE)

(6) He seemed surprised at Brand's booming laugh. (written BrE)

(7) She was amazed at how cold her voice sounded. (written AmE)

(8) Claire had no idea how the next part began, but suddenly she and Walker were embracing, crushing one 
another tight, then breaking apart as if surprised at what they'd done. (American book)

(9) (...) your eye rests on each one in turn and you are delighted and amazed by their presence. (written BrE)

(10) Yeah, uh I was surprised by that. (spoken AmE)

There were only seven instances overall of amazed/surprised by in combination with a subordinate clause, as in 
(11) and (12).

(11) You'll be amazed by how easy it is to turn out exciting graphics with Aldus freehand. (written BrE)

(12) I was very surprised by what we've learnt here (...) (spoken BrE)

This difference might be explained by the fact that the preposition by is used as a marker of a passive clause, the 
agent of which is typically a noun phrase rather than a clause. In most cases where amazed/surprised by occur, it 
would be possible to change the clause into an active one, as in (9a) and (10a).

(9') Their presence delights and amazes you.

(10') That surprised me.

 ME



2. Is it correct English to say or write inside of and outside of ?

The standard prepositions are inside and outside, as in (1) and (2), but you also come across cases of complex 
prepositions, where an of has been inserted between the preposition and its complement, as in (3) and (4).

(1) Somewhere inside the building a high voice was singing in oddly accented English. (written BrE)

(2) If you're to ask people who live outside Europe where is their chosen destination over fifty per cent of them 
say Heathrow. (spoken BrE)

(3) Something inside of Lenny clicked. (written AmE)

(4) Finally I got out, just sat outside of the car. (spoken AmE)

It seems that the answer to the question whether the latter forms are accepted or not depends a great deal on 
what type of English you choose to look at, as is illustrated in the table.

Written British English Written American English Spoken British English Spoken American English

inside
639 (98%) 513 (93%) 251 (97%) 100 (75%)

inside of
10 (2%) 37 (7%) 8 (3%) 33 (25%)

outside
930 (96%) 562 (86%) 480 (84%) 96 (53%)

outside of
43 (4%) 89 (14%) 93 (16%) 86 (47%)

In our material of spoken and written British and American texts, we could first of all conclude that the form with 
of was more frequent with outside than with inside. That pattern recurred in all the four corpora we looked at. 
The complex prepositions were more frequent in American English than in British English and they were more 
frequent in spoken than in written English. The of form was particularly common in spoken American English, and 
in the case of outside, it was used in almost half of the cases.

In a study published a few years ago (Estling Vannestål 2001), I looked at factors influencing the choice of a 
prepositional variant in cases where there are two or more alternatives. The material analysed then showed a 
clear tendency towards more frequent use of outside of (compared to simple outside) when the noun phrase it 
preceded was abstract, as in (5), rather than concrete, as in (6).

(5) Outside of Western civilization, the anti-slavery effort was opposed and evaded, especially in the Islamic 
world. (written AmE)

(6) While it was refreshing to be with each other outside of a hospital room, there was an awkwardness and 
distance between them. (written BrE)

To sum up it seems that inside of and (particularly) outside of are acceptable in informal contexts, especially in 
American English, and especially if the noun phrase it precedes is abstract, whereas, as a non-native speaker, 
one should perhaps be a bit cautious about using it in more formal writing, especially if it precedes a concrete 
noun.

ME

3. Should I say What is the reason for him to leave now or What is the reason for him/his leaving 
now ?

None of the construction types above were very frequent in the corpora that we looked at: 100 tokens in about 
30 million words of spoken and written British and American English, but this small material still yielded some 
interesting information. First, the form with a to infinitive, as in (1) and (2), was about twice as common as the 
alternative with an ing form of the verb, as in (3) and (4).



(1) There was no reason for Cecil to lie, and no reason for the anthropologists to lie in denying such a loss. 
(written BrE)

(2) The final reason for us to pay close attention to physical development is that physical characteristics (...) 
have a significant influence on a child's self-concept. (written AmE)

(3) "Perhaps one reason for children being born little," he said painfully, "is so their parents can teach them to 
control themselves while they're small enough to be controlled." (written BrE)  

(4) (...) since I would have looked after my comfort anyway, He desired that there be a reason for my doing so. 
(written AmE)

Second, the ing form variant was more frequent in British than in American English. The third and most important 
observation was that the form with an infinite verb was mainly used in negative or restricting contexts, as in (5) 
and (6), whereas the variant with a verb in the ing form was the predominant alternative in other cases, 
illustrated by (7) and (8).

(5) There's no reason for an individual to keep them. (spoken BrE)

(6) (...), you may well think that there is little reason for language researchers to study the sounds or gestures 
of infants. (written AmE)

(7) He had finally got around to it last week – another reason for October being memorable. (written BrE)

(8) And the main reason for him going there when he first went what two three years ago was the fact that he 
would be there until school-leaving age (spoken BrE)

Also note that in the form with ing, the NP can either include a possessive pronoun/genitive noun or a personal 
pronoun/nominative noun (or anther pronoun such as anybody, that etc.). In the case of pronouns, all instances 
in the written material (also in dialogues) were possessive, as in (9), whereas all the pronouns in spoken English 
were personal, as in (10).

(9) There's going to have to be a good reason for your behaving towards me the way you have. (written BrE)

(10) (...) if you recall the m the reason for us going to Hong Kong was that we would learn Chinese (...) (spoken 
BrE)

As for nouns, the material included seven instances of nominative nouns, as in (11), whereas only two cases 
were in the genitive form, as in (12).

(11) In nondysfunctional couples, one reason for sex losing its allure and creating desire discrepancies is that it 
simply becomes too routine. (written AmE)

(12) But the reason for Christina's leaving Howard was, as Klaus had said, rooted in a matter Germans 
preferred not to think about. (written BrE)

The use of possessives/genitive nouns vs. personal pronouns/indicative nouns in constructions with prepositions 
and verbs in the ing form will be a topic for discussion in a future issue of GramTime News.

ME

4. Does disinterested mean uninterested nowadays?

"Disinterested means impartial; uninterested means bored. However, this is another case where usage is forcing 
a change slowly, so that disinterested is more and more being used to mean 'uninterested'", John Peck and 
Martin Coyle claim in The Student's Guide to Writing. Along similar lines, The Macquarie Dictionary gives two 
different meanings for disinterested. The first is "unbiased by personal involvement or advantage; not influenced 
by selfish motives", and the second is "uninterested", which is labelled "colloquial".

The different meanings are exemplified below. (1) - (3) contain the generally accepted meanings, and (4) - (6) 
are examples of 'uninterested'. (Note the slight difference between (1), which means 'impartial', and (3), where 
the meaning is 'not influenced by selfish motives'.)



(1) A solicitor's ability to give impartial and disinterested advice is a fundamental element of his or her 
relationship with you, the client. (written BrE)

(2) It is possible that yet another unique quality of man is a capacity for genuine, disinterested, true altruism. 
(written BrE)

(3) It must be a disinterested liking on his part, since Sophie was neither a beauty nor an heiress, which was the 
more to his credit. (written BrE)

(4) His wife left him, he became increasingly disinterested in his work and he returned to Cornwall as a tramp. 
(written BrE)

(5) Many women complain of feeling chronically tired, tied to the home, unattractive, disinterested in sex and 
generally overwhelmed during early parenthood. (written BrE)

(6) Here, there's your cookie. Here's your other cookie. Seems disinterested, doesn't he? Oh, he'll eat it… 
(spoken AmE)

What were the results from our corpora? There were too few tokens of disinterested in speech and informal 
writing, so we cannot really say anything about differences in formality. However, the instances that we found in 
the British National Corpus comprised roughly eleven examples meaning "unbiased by personal involvement or 
advantage; not influenced by selfish motives" for every instance meaning "uninterested".

Therefore, although real misunderstandings would be rare if people continue to use disinterested to mean 
uninterested, we recommend our interested readership to keep the distinction between the words, because, at 
least in writing, most native speakers still seem to maintain it.

ML

5. Is there a difference in formality between the quantifiers few and couple of in phrases such as in 
the last few/couple of years? I have a feeling that couple of is informal, but I can't find any 
information about it.

(1) to (4) exemplify the variation we are dealing with.

(1) "Talk more slowly," he said, in exasperation, after the first few seconds. (written BrE)

(2) I think things have changed quite dramatically in the last few years. (spoken BrE)

(3) I've been thirsty the past couple of days. (spoken BrE)

(4) During the next couple of weeks, important family discussions should be underway. (written BrE)

We looked at usage after the adjectives last, past and next and the numeral first in spoken BrE and AmE, written 
scientific BrE, "imaginative" BrE (mainly fiction) and the New York Times 1995 (NYT 95). As always, we should 
mention that the genres are not very "clean" in the corpora, since, for instance, the scientific category includes 
magazines about gardening and not too much hardcore science, and the imaginative category contains many 
texts which cannot be classified as fiction.

The results of our investigation are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Last/past/next/first followed by few or couple of + PLURAL NOUN in BrE and AmE.

few couple of

N % N %

written scientific BrE 940 92% 87 8%

NYT 95 2092 89% 271 11%

written imaginative BrE 1061 87% 152 13%



spoken BrE 351 72% 137 28%

spoken AmE 63 48% 69 52%

The table shows that few is the preferred alternative in the three different written genres. Few is also the most 
frequent alternative in BrE speech, while the distribution is fairly even in AmE speech. The difference between BrE 
and AmE speech is probably influenced by the fact that our spoken BrE corpus contains more formal speech than 
the AmE one. An important conclusion is therefore that although our spoken AmE material contains the least 
formal language, couple is only used in half the tokens in that corpus.

Another point that we should mention is that as many as one in ten tokens of couple from NYT occurred without 
of, as in (5) below. Svartvik & Sager mention in their university grammar that this sometimes occurs in "very 
colloquial" AmE.

(5) But most publishers say that they have seen increases in the last couple years. (written AmE)

To conclude, couple of seems to be less formal than few, since few is the much more frequent alternative in 
formal writing. We therefore recommend the use of few in writing. But as usual, the informal variant is 
appropriate in speech.

ML

6. How frequent are forms like anyways, anywheres, everywheres, nowheres and somewheres?

The various forms that we found are exemplified below.

(1) Revelations seem to be another way to make the days go faster anyways. (AmE rock song)

(2) Anyways, Bob Dole is a staunch Republican. (NYT 95)

(3) You stop anywheres along here? (written dialogue BrE)

(4) So if you've more than a mite of sense you'll point your base somewheres else. (written dialogue BrE)

(5) Don't I know you from somewheres? he asked. (written dialogue AmE)

Although these are non-standard forms they are given different labels, ranging from the neutral "dialectal" to the 
prescriptive "vulgar" and "illiterate" in The Oxford English Dictionary: anyways is "dialectal or illiterate", 
anywheres is not mentioned at all, everywheres is "U.S. colloq. and dial. var", nowheres is "U.S. dial.", and 
somewheres is "dialectal or vulgar". It is worth pointing out that similar variation between forms with -s and 
without -s can be found in standard varieties of English. For example, toward vs. towards is an area which our 
preposition expert Maria has looked into.

Now then, what did we find? The forms could only be found in colloquial speech, or written renderings of it. 
Everywheres and nowheres were nowheres to be found in our material, and anywheres only occurred once. 
Somewheres occurred a handful of times, mainly in AmE. The only frequent form was anyways. It only occurred a 
few times in BrE and written AmE, but there were no fewer than 125 instances in around 5 million words of 
spoken AmE.

(6) and (7) are additional examples of this "dialectal or illiterate" form.

(6) And, uh, anyways, so we were all walking along and talking (…)

(7) (…) when people ask me, I always tell them I'm not gonna marry you anyways.  

To conclude, the forms ending in -s seem to be very marginal in present-day English. The only form that is in 
frequent use is anyways in spoken AmE.

ML

7. Should countries be treated as neutral (it) or feminine (she)? 



Countries as political or economic units (not as geographic entities) can be treated either as neutral or feminine. 
(Sports teams representing countries are, at least in BrE, referred to as they.) The different alternatives are 
exemplified in (1) to (4) below:

(1) It was therefore a time when Germany needed to boost her economy while Britain needed to stabilise hers. 
(written BrE)

(2) Poland, too, is going to require tens of billions of dollars to rebuild its economy. (written BrE)

(3) On 11 November, 1918, the Armistice was signed between Great Britain and her Allies, and Germany. 
(written BrE)

(4) For more than 40 years, America and its allies held communism in check, and ensured that democracy would 
continue to exist. (written BrE)

What does the literature say about the subject? Quirk et al in their Comprehensive Grammar of the English 
Language (1985:318) claim that "[a]s political/economic units, the names of countries are often feminine" (italics 
added). This is echoed by Svartvik & Sager's university grammar, which, in its 1996 edition, also states that the 
names of countries are "often" (ofta) feminine. Interestingly, in the 1977 edition the suggestion was that 
countries were treated as feminine "most often" (oftast). Judging from the revision of the second edition of the 
grammar book, it seems likely that there is a change in progress with these pronouns.

These changing usage patterns were illustrated by Laurie Bauer in his book Watching English Change. He 
investigated editorials from The Times during the 20th century and found that while she was exclusively used at 
the beginning of the century, there had been a sharp decline in feminine pronouns, and at the end of the century, 
it had taken over almost completely. Bauer ascribes the decrease in she to the growing "consciousness of sexism 
in formal language" (1994:148). Bauer also refers to an interview with the then British Prime Minister Margaret 
Thatcher where she consistently used she in reference to countries. "Interestingly enough, it sounded rather old-
fashioned, although this usage can still be heard from less obviously conservative speakers", Bauer (1994:149) 
adds.

Anne Curzan in her recent book Gender Shifts in the History of English notes that the style guide for AP press 
recommends it, and the same goes for the style guide for The New York Times. Style guides also recommend that 
it be used with ships, instead of she. This is a question we discussed earlier in GTN (98:3).

A further illustration of the shift from she to it can be illustrated by reading different books by the same British 
author. Antony Beevor, who has published a handful of books about World War II and the related period, used 
she in an early work, and it in a more recently published one. Thus, in (5) from The Spanish Civil War from 1982 
[2003] she is used, while in (6) from The Fall of Berlin 1945, published in 2002, the author uses it. Admittedly, 
this change may be affected by a change of publishing company, since different publishers may have different 
style guides, but it is nevertheless interesting to note that the change agrees with the general drift of the 
language.

(5) Spain had attracted foreign interest and intervention throughout her history. (1982 [2003]:158)

(6) Germany had fought on for as long and as bitterly as it did because the idea of defeat produced 'a conviction 
of total catastrophe'. (2002:415)

Our corpora provided clear results. We searched for the strings her/its economy and her/its allies in the British 
National Corpus and found only 23 instances of feminine pronouns and around 160 (87%) neuter ones. The New 
York Times from 1995 contained lots and lots of examples of its and only one single instance of her allies in a 
quotation.

Interestingly, the American President George W. Bush goes against the trend of using it instead of she. On quite 
a number of occasions I have heard him refer to his native country as she, as in (7). Examples like these indicate 
that Mr Bush is not only politically, but also linguistically conservative.

(7) America and her allies didn't want a war with Saddam, Bush noted. (AmE)

To conclude, then, we may encourage our readers to go with the flow and refer to countries as it, not she. It is 
definitely the most common alternative, it is becoming more frequent, and it is also what is recommended by 
prescriptivists. The next edition of Svartvik & Sager should therefore probably say that countries are rarely 
treated as feminine nowadays.

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/news98_3.html
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8. I have taught English for many years and have always told my Swedish pupils that the English 
noun evidence is uncountable. But now I have found the plural evidences in a formal written text. 
What should I tell my pupils?

To begin with, we should point out that we recently found the following striking example in Joseph Greenberg's 
(1966:75) Language Universals with Special Reference to Feature Hierarchies:

(1) Similarly there are numerous evidences for a corresponding hierarchy for the descending generations. 
(written AmE)

If one of the world's most influential linguists marks countability three times (plural -s, a plural verb and the 
adjective numerous) in formal edited language then we can hardly shrug off this phenomenon as something 
peripheral that only non-native speakers say and write.

We investigated this instance of possible variation by looking in dictionaries, in our corpora, and by carrying out a 
small informant study. The results from the dictionaries, the corpus study and the native speakers all point in one 
direction – the plural is best avoided.

To begin with, we looked in three different contemporary dictionaries and all of them treat evidence only as an 
uncountable noun. However, in the Oxford English Dictionary there were quite a few instances of plural usage. 
Under evidence we find the following definitions: "Information, whether in the form of personal testimony, the 
language of documents or the production of material objects, that is given in a legal investigation, to establish 
the fact or point in question. Also, an evidence = a piece of evidence." "In religious language: Signs or tokens of 
personal salvation." The former, legal, meaning was hard to find, but (2) to (5) are examples of evidences in 
scientific contexts. Note that (4) also contains singular evidence. (6) exemplifies the religious sense of the word.

(2) These evidences may be "explained" (described) by a different representational model of a human being that 
may also be useful in other connections. (written BrE)

(3) Although the overall picture of the mother-infant dyad is very positive, from the outset of our therapy there 
were evidences of a problem. (written BrE)

(4) We can disbelieve the evidences of our senses, we can suspend disbelief, as well as believing the world is 
such-and-such with no sensory evidence at all. (written BrE)

(5) Those of us who work for a living are left to ponder why, when we oppose unlimited immigration, it yet 
occurs; why, when we oppose the avoidance of intellectual training in schools, such policy continues; why, when 
it seems to us that the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the North American Free Trade Agreement 
will hurt our nationhood, they are yet rammed through without meaningful debate; and many similar evidences 
that the will of the citizenry is being contemptuously disregarded. (written AmE)

(6) He had undergone a course of instruction with Father Kipling: the evidences for the truth of the Catholic Faith 
were acceptable if one was disposed to accept them, and he was so disposed. (written BrE)

In all, our corpus searches provided only slightly more than forty evidences in 250 million words. These findings 
show that plural evidences is indeed very rare in contemporary English. It should also be added that those tokens 
that were found occurred almost exclusively in formal writing. This means that plural evidences can be seen as an 
old-fashioned feature that lingers on in some genres of conservative writing.

Finally, our small informal questionnaire with five native speakers provided a very clear result. All of them ranked 
(1) above as "completely unacceptable", although one of them later admitted that he knew that evidences had 
been used in earlier periods of the language.

To conclude, the evidences at hand suggest that evidence is still sometimes used as a countable noun in Present-
Day English. But our advice is that you shouldn't tell pupils or students unless you really have to.

ML

9. Which is the more common greeting during this season: merry Christmas or happy Christmas?



Both alternatives are of course frequent, but there is also a third alternative, happy holidays, which can be used 
with the same meaning. The three possibilities are seen below in (1) to (3):

(1) Happy Christmas! (BrE)

(2) Merry Christmas you big bitch. (spoken AmE)

(3) We wish you happy holidays: may your computer escape viruses, may your telescope never break down (…) 
(AmE)

It turned out to be difficult to search for this in our corpora, so we added a search on the Internet. One of the 
many problems was that certain Christmas songs (notably We wish you a merry Christmas) and various company 
names etc. probably skewed the figures a great deal.

The results are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Christmas greetings in BrE and AmE 

merry Christmas happy Christmas happy holidays

N % N % N %

BNCspok (spoken BrE) 10 50 10 50 0 0

BNCwritten (written BrE) 58 46 69 54 0 0

LSAC (spoken AmE) 12 75 0 0 4 25

.uk (British websites) 27600 65 11600 27 3360 8

.edu (mainly American 
websites) 

13000 49 953 4 12700 48

The results should of course be taken with a pinch of salt, but they showed no clear regional patterns, apart from 
the fact that happy holidays seems to be a very common alternative in AmE. An interesting finding suggested by 
the material is that happy New Year tends to follow merry Christmas, but not happy Christmas, probably because 
speakers like to vary the adjectives.

We end our discussion of seasonal greetings by looking at two examples from fairly modern Christmas songs. (4) 
is from John Lennon's Happy Christmas (War is Over) where both merry Christmas and happy Christmas occur. 
Merry Christmas occurs when it is followed by happy New Year. (5) is from the rather different song Fairytale of 
New York by the Pogues.

(4) A very merry Christmas

And a happy New Year

Let's hope it's a good one

Without any fear

And so this is Christmas

For weak and for strong

For rich and the poor ones

The world is so wrong

And so happy Christmas

For black and for white

For yellow and red ones



Let's stop all the fight

(5) You scumbag

You maggot

You cheap lousy faggot

Happy Christmas you arse

I pray God

It's our last

We can safely wish our readers happy Christmas, merry Christmas and a happy New Year, or even happy 
holidays!

ML

3. Web tips 

Inspiring activities for your students!

If you want your students to practice reading authentic English and have various interesting topics to discuss, 
write about and use for listening comprehension, this is a website for you. The The Tower of English website, 
which is accessed at

http://towerofenglish.com/,

offers 34 different subject areas (each containing a number of sites, most of which work, some of which don't), 
where your students can click their way to various websites and find inspiring activities for discussion and writing. 
Try out, for instance:

●     movies: English Learner Movie Guides, where you rent a movie and download a movie guide that describes 
the plot and the characters and contains a long list of vocabulary, culture notes and questions for discussion

●     history: A White House History, where you can take a historical tour of the White House

●     poetry: Giggle Poetry, where you can read fun poems and practise writing your own

●     music: Beatles Lyrics, where you can find the lyrics to all the Beatles songs and work with listening and 
vocabulary

●     mysteries: practise your English at the same time as you solve a number of exciting mysteries

The Tower of English is a way for students at various levels to use the Internet as a fun and inspiring learning 
resource, and the various activities suggested may also inspire you to making your own activities of the same 
kind with other types of material.

ME

4. Results of the competitions 

In our last number we invited our readers to take part in two competions. We must admit that the response was 
not overwhelming – only two people sent in answers – but still we are proud to present a winner for each 
competition.

In the first one, where we asked you to suggest English translations for some Swedish words, the winner is Birgit 

http://towerofenglish.com/


Håkansson from Hässleholm, who suggested the following translations:

resfeber - have the jitters 

slickepott - doughscraper

hurtbulle - fitness freak

maxtaxa- maximised fee

We will send you a copy of Jan & Richard Svartvik's Handbok i engelska.

A copy of that book will also be sent to Marianne Sandberg from Växjö, who found the answers to the questions 
on things we have discussed in previous issues of GramTime News. Here are the correct answers.

1. The more common greeting phrase in present-day spoken British English is still hello, even though hi seems to 
be gaining ground. (GTN 03:1)

2. The figurative meaning of at the end of the day is 'all things considered'. (GTN 01:1)

3. It is generally not OK to say who of.(GTN 99:4)

4. The preferred preposition in combination with the word lecture is on. (GTN 01:2)

5. The author of Language and the Internet, reviewed in GramTime News, is David Crystal. (GTN 03:1)

6. The Swedish experession ha det bra is not translated into have it good except with an adverb (mainly so) 
inserted in the expression have never had it so good, which is mainly used in British English. (GTN 01:2)

7. The definite article is only left out before abbreviations such as EU and USA in listings, headlines and formulaic 
expressions such as made in USA. (GTN 98:3)

8. The new title Ms about women is more frequent in writing than in speech. (GTN 00:2)

9. On Tim Johns' homepage you can read about how to use language corpora in your teaching. (GTN 01:3)

10. The story  behind the expression the full monty is said to be that General Montgomery, during World War II, 
always demanded a complete English breakfast, even on the battlefield. It now means 'everything, the whole lot'. 
(GTN 98:1)
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6. Practical information

Would you like to get in touch with the editors to get more information, ask usage questions, give comments and 
tips etc.? Please send an e-mail to gramtime@hum.vxu.se. We cannot give you personal replies to usage 
questions, but if we find your question of interest to the public and if we can answer it, it will be discussed in the 
newsletter.

If you want to read back issues of GramTime News, please go to

http://www.vxu.se/hum/publ/gtn/

If you want to subscribe to the newsletter, please send an e-mail to gramtime-request@listserv.vxu.se with the 
following message: subscribe.

7. The next issue 

We plan to distribute the next newsletter in February 2004. 
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